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ABSTRACT 
A Nutrition Education Component for 
Migrant Children Based on the K-6 
Nutrient-Density Curriculum 
by 
Sandra Beadleson, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1982 
Major Professor: Dr. Bonita Wyse 
Department: Nutrition and Food Sciences 
vi 
A nutrition education component was developed, implemented, and 
evaluated for integration into the Title I migrant education program. 
The component was based on an evaluated nutrition education curriculum 
implemented by Brown in the elementary school. The nutrition education 
program was developed on the concept of nutrient density which measures 
tne ratio of a food 1 s nutrient contribution to its caloric contribution 
on a constant caloric basis. The nutrition component was modified to 
include behavioral objectives and concepts that partially met the needs 
of a migrant population in Utah. 
The program was evaluated in the Title I programs in Corrine and 
Smithfield, Utah. The latter site served as a control group. A total 
of 88 students participated. Pre-post tests as well as individual 
unit tests served as evaluation instruments. The health status of the 
migrant children also was evaluated. Students and teachers indicated 
vii 
a positive change in knowledge and attitudes resulting from the nu-
trition education component. 
(94 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been few nutrition education programs developed for migrant 
children directed toward their specific needs and problems. The migrant 
population has the poorest health status in the United States. They 
also have the poorest nutritional health care and are the most nutrition-
ally uninformed (Porteous, 1977). 
The elementary school years represent the most opportune 
years to establish good eating habits among children (Scrimshaw and Gordon, 
1968). This is the time teachers need to take advantage of the opportunity 
available to teach nutrition education to children. 
There is no group of children more in need of nutritional education 
than migrant children. Education can help solve the migrant 
population's problem of poor health and nutrition. There is no better 
time to start making migrants aware of good eating practice than in 
early childhood. 
In the development of a nutrition education program for migrant 
children, one must be aware of their specialized needs. One needs 
to focus on the specific nutritional problem of migrant children. 
A nutrition program needs to be flexible in order to make changes easily 
to meet the needs of the students involved. A nutrition density approach 
is an excellent basis for the development of a nutrition program for 
migrant children. 
The concept expresses nutrient needs in relationship to caloric 
needs (Hansen, 1973). When this concept is displayed graphically, 
minimal reading skills are needed to make nutritional food selections. 
Using this approach children are encouraged to analyze foods for nutritional 
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strengths and weaknesses and mix and match accordingly. This approach 
allows for maximum flexibility in meal planning and readily accomodates 
ethnic meal patterns which might not fit into traditional groupings. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
There are 800,000 migrant children in the U.S. The majority are 
of Latin American descent and have a limited capacity in the English 
language. Many live within a band that stretches from North West Texas 
through the midwestern states to Michigan. Others reside in California 
and travel North to Oregon and Washington (Mosley, 1972). Though 
there are multiple problems with these children, no federal agency has 
sufficient manpower funds or expertise to deal adequately with the 
multi-faceted situation of migrant farm worker children (House of Re-
presentatives, 1975). 
Characteristics of migrant families 
The migrant farm labor system draws from the poorest, most ill-
represented and isolated group of people in the U.S. These are mi-
grants that are legal immigrants to the U.S. (Lynch and Smith, 1976). 
Migrant workers today are culturally, educationally, and ethnically at 
a disadvantage. A migrant family may move eleven times in one year as 
it follows the harvest season. While trying to move into the main-
stream of American society, it is a disadvantage due to poverty, 
constant mobility, ethnic barriers and isolation from traditional 
health care services. These problems are exacerbated by the basic un-
awareness of the migrant population of their legal rights and special 
services available to them. Most migrant farm workers are victims of 
discrimination, stereotypes, and prejudices because of cultural dif-
ferences and values. They learn to respond passively in order to sur-
vive, thus developing a low self-image and lack of self-confidence. 
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As a group, migrant farm workers may be the most deprived people within 
the American society. Most migrants live in severe poverty with in-
adequate housing, clothing, poor nutrition, education and wide-spread 
disease and cultural alienation (Lassey . and Driscoll, 1970). 
Family cohesiveness is fostered among m'igrantsand extends beyond 
the immediate family. Regardless of the degree of kinship, the same 
attachment as for brothers and sisters is maintained (Valdez, 1961). 
The family structure is patriarchial with the children acting in a 
subordinate role. Americanized children tend to rebel against this 
traditional role (Arizona State Department, 1963). The family baseline 
is the traditional folk culture derived from Mexico modified by the 
American setting retaining the core values of the former (Wilson, 1968). 
Migrant family Problems 
The migrant lives for today and lets tomorrow take care of itself. 
There are no long range plans which concern finances, job opportuni-
ties or responsibilities. They focus only on the hardships of everyday 
living. Education means little to them as it does not provide for to-
day (Arizona State Department, 1963). If a migrant child goes be-
yond the fourth grade, he is already ahead of the school experiences 
of his parents (State Department of Education, Oregon, 1963). Migrants 
have the lowest level :of education of any societal ~roup · (Linds-ey and 
Walton, 1962). 
There are multi-faceted problems in educating migrant children. 
The migrant child constantly faces irregular schooling, periodic up-
rooting and readjustment (Valdez, 1961). The migrant child is faced 
with the attempt to culturally transfer from the Mexican American folk 
culture to that of the dominant society. He has a difficult time at-
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tempting to fit into the overall patterns of the dominant society. He 
is caught in the conflict between two cultures: those values taught 
by his parents and those values he has learned from experience in the 
American society. He frequently learns to compartmentalize his life, 
living his parents' values on some occasions and the values of the 
American society on others. These conflicts breed severe anxiety about 
individual identity and community affiliation (Wilson, 1968). 
When parents themselves fail to make the cultural adjustment, the 
family unit breaks down and a chain reaction of family disintegration 
is sure to follow (Valdez, 1961). The breakdown of family·ties can 
lead to a shortened childhood for the migrant youngster. He is exposed 
at an early age to the hard realities of unemployment, desertion, 
quarreling, title fighting and adultery. This environment is also 
potentially capable of breeding child abuse and neglect (Arizona State 
Department, 1963). 
Socio-em~tional problems of 
mjgrant children 
It has been universally accepted and statistically proven that 
there is a high correlation between a child's academic achievement 
and his home environment. These above mentioned problems extend into 
the school environment. At school, the migrant child is pressured to 
follow cultural patterns. At home, he is expected to follow the cul-
tural patterns of his parents (Wilson, 1968). Often the conflict of 
values in life patterns is so inconsistent, the child is completely 
bewildered. It is not unusual for these children to ultimately end 
up in such a confused state, they do not know how to distinguish right 
from wrong because of the conflict of behavioral forces they have ob-
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served (Curtis, 1960). Many rebel and do not try to conform to both 
situations. Juvenile delinquency is high among migrants. Many are 
involved in robbery and the girls resort to prostitution. 
The migrant child feels frustrated and inadequate in the school-
room. He may be very hostile and belligerant or abnormally shy. Ed-
ucational achievement is seldom recognized or encouraged in the home 
(Arizona State Department, 1963). The children themselves tend to 
put little value on education and simply wait until they reach an 
age when they can drop out of school. Most parents are indifferent to 
the welfare of their children and their attendance at school. With 
irregular attendance and the constant relocation of the children, 
they become academically retarded and soon are over age for their 
grade. This causes a loss of interest in school, disciplinary prob-
lems and a desire to drop out of school (Nance, 1961). Migrants have 
the lowest educational attainment of any group in the nation. They 
enter school late, attend fewer days, show the greatest retardation, 
achieve the least progress, drop out of school the earliest and con-
stitute the largest single reservoir of illiterates. The biggest de-
crease in enrollment of the migrant child occurs after the fourth 
grade (Karraker, 1961 ). 
Social factors also establish a priority for dropping out of 
school. There is lack of school participation and involvement. The 
child often times is self-consciousness about the quality or cleanli-
ness of his clothes compared to other children at school. An antagon-
istic environment is created by other children because of their inabil-
ity to accept the migrant child's language and customs. Generally, the 
migrant child finds hostility, agression and rejection in the school 
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setting. His culture has taught him how to value himself. His new 
social environment has found him unacceptable and he does not know how 
to conform. It is difficult to maintain personal integrity and the 
solution is to drop out of school (Heffernan, 1964). 
Parents also contribute to migrant children's lack of education. 
Sometimes it is not economically feasible for a child to continue in 
school. Many children are needed to help supplement the income to 
support family members. If a mother works, children are needed to 
take care of younger family members in her absence (Arizona State 
Department, 1%3). 
Migrant children have academic problems in school. By the age 
of fourteen, if still in school, 50% are one to four years behind their 
peers. They have a lower achievement level although they have about 
average ability (Curtis, 1960). 
Cultural concepts involving educational achievement, competition, 
material achievement, time orientation, organization and success are 
not encouraged by the home to be valuable concepts. Therefore the 
migrant child experiences great conflict in assimulating these con-
cepts (Valdez, 1961). 
Educational testing of these children is one of the most difficult 
problems schools have yet to solve. No tests are available that can 
accurately measure the ability of children from a Spanish-speaking cul-
ture. The relationship of teacher expectancy and the use of middle-
class designed instruments for evaluation and the fallacy of their re-
sults has been indicated over and over again in research literature. 
Intelligence, performance and ability testing all tend to have some 
kind of cultural bias related to them, not including the fact that 
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there is a major language barrier that extends into problems of test 
wiseness (Wilson, 1968). 
Nutritional concerns with migrant children 
Health is a poorly taught subject among Spanish-speaking children. 
Malnutrition is the most outstanding health problem, with skin dis-
ease as the next most common affliction. Poor teeth and eyes, low 
vitality, fevers, pink eye, uncleanliness and lice were other health 
problems reported by school personnel (Arizona State Department, 1963 ). 
There seems to be little awareness of the interrelationship between 
good nutrition and health (White House Conference, 1971). 
The migrant worker has a high illness and accident rate. The 
physical health of the migrant is worse than that of any other group 
in the U.S. They also have the poorest nutritional health care due to 
constant mobility, language difficulties and lack of cultural under-
standing. The deprivation is most acute among the children. They 
suffer most from the effects of the poverty of their parents. The 
majority of the migrant children suffer from serious health problems 
that are due primarily to their poor nutritional state. This problem 
begins even before birth with the poor nutritional health of the 
mother. Infant mortality is 125% higher among migrants than the na-
tional average (Porteous, 1977). 
Deficiencies of vitamin A and iron are major nutritional problems 
in this group. Among some migrants there is also a deficiency in vi-
tamin C along with other nutrients. A study conducted by Dr. Peter 
Chase of the nutritional status of 300 pre-school migrant children, 
ages 6 and under in Colorado, found 33% of the children had vitamin 
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A deficiency as determined by clinical, biochemical or dietary evalu-
ation and generally poor nutrition. Among them, 2% had already 
reached the level of blindness. Out of the 300 children studied, 69 
had nasal discharge, 32 had skin infections, and 21 dyspigmentation. 
Skin infection and nasal discharge correlates with low vitamin A status 
and lack of maintenance of the integrity of the membrane. 69 had hyper-
tropic tongue papillae and 118/300 had gross dental caries. Serum 
folic acid levels were low in 29 children. 10% of the children had 
serum protein levels which were below 2 standard deviations of nor-
mal values. The hemoglobin levels of 55% of the children were lower 
than acceptable when compared to normal values determined in a nation-
al survey of 725 pre-school children in the U.S. 54 out of the 300 
children were below the 3rd percentile for height using the U.S. growth 
grids. 17 out of the 300 children were below the 3rd percentile for 
weight. Head circumference measurements were below the 3rd percentile 
in 17 children. This was approximately twice as frequent as would be 
found in the general U.S. population. Small head circumference cor-
relates with a history of malnutrition, retarded brain growth and low 
intellectual ability. 58% of the children over 4 years old had gross 
dental cavities. 50 children out of the 300 had clinical signs of vi-
tamin D deficiency. 49 children had enlarged livers, a common finding 
in undernutrition (House of Representatives, 1975). 
A nutritional survey in Texas was conducted in 1968 with 1,800 
families which included 8,000 individuals. The Mexican-American 
families had unacceptable hemoglobin levels, approximately twice as 
frequentl y as Anglos. There were also unacceptable levels of vitamin 
A (Abrams,. 1979) . 
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A bi-national study was done in 1973, in the Douglas, Arizona/ 
Agua Prieta, Sonora communities. The study involved 160 pre-school 
Mexican-American children. Hypercholosterelemia was identified as 
a common problem in both high and low socio-economic groups. The diet 
of the families included a high intake of vegetable and animal fat. 
Biochemical deficiencies of protein and vitamin C were frequent 
findings. Biochemical results correlated with a low intake of fresh 
meats and vegetables. Children of the low socio-economic group showed 
degrees of growth retardation (Abrams, 1979). 
A door to door survey was conducted in 1968 in Southern Colorado 
by public health nurses. The results showed that out of 713 children, 
50 were at the 50th percentile for height. 42% of the children fell 
below the 5th percentile for height. When various ethnic groups main-
tain proper nutrition their height and weight approximate that of the 
well-nourished Caucasian according to the growth charts reported in 
the Harvard Longitudial Studies (White House Conference, 1971). 
Another survey of 1978 pre-school children from 100 Mexican-
American families in South Texas showed from clinical and biochemi-
cal symptoms that 51 % of the children were deficient in vitamin A, 
12% were deficient in vitamin D, and 8% deficient in protein (House 
of Representatives, 1975). 
A major cause of poor nutritional status has been the lack of 
nutrition education. Crisis-oriented rather than preventive medicine 
has been practiced among migrants, which has led to no improvement of 
health conditions for migrants in the past few years (Porteous, 1977). 
Health problems tend to be unimportant unless they reach a critical 
stage and prevent the mobility of the migrant to follow the crops 
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(Texas State Department, 1972). In a study by Bradfield, the diets 
of children from Spanish-American migrant workers were low in calories, 
protein, calcium, thiamin, iron, vitamin C, vitamin A and riboflavin. 
Hemoglobin levels were low, though the children were not anemic. The 
boys and girls were shorter and lighter in weight than Anglos of the 
same age. Anglo diets were more varied than those of the Spanish-
Americans. Spanish-Americans's diets contained less meat and milk, 
but more eggs and beans. The Anglos consumed more vegetables of all 
types and more ascorbic acid-rich foods. According to Bradfield's 
study, ascorbic acid was one of the most limiting nutrients in the 
diet of the Spanish-American children. The next two limiting nutrients 
were vitamin A and calcium (Bradfield and ljr,un, 1970). 
There is no real means of solving the migrants' problem of poor 
nutrition and health, for to do so would mean elimination of their 
migrancy. Nutritional education is one means by which migrants can 
be made more aware of the:i r nutritional prob 1 ems and thus i ni ti ate more 
favorable eating practices to promote better health and well-being. 
There is no other population in more need of nutritional education 
than migrant children. Improvement in the nutritional status of the 
migrant child would help assure a better future for the migrant child. 
Nutrition education program 
for migrant children 
With such an urgent need for instruction in areas of dental 
health, nutrition, cleanliness, care of eyes, rest and safety it is 
puzzling that there have been so few nutrition and health education 
programs developed to meet migrant's nutritional needs (Department of 
Education, Pennsylvania, 1960). Most teachers have had very little 
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training in the subject of nutrition and therefore don't feel comfor-
table teaching the subject. One of the major reasons nutrition ed-
ucation has not been successful in the elementary school systems is 
inadequate instruction of teachers in methods for teaching nutrition 
(Semrow, 1956). One study showed teachers without training in nutri-
tion education had very little success in their nutrition education 
programs (Lovett et al ., 1970). 
There also has been limited classroom time available for teachers 
to teach all the content they need which discourages them from adding 
another subject to their already busy schedule (Cooper and Philip, 
1974). The lack of teacher training and instruction in nutritional 
methods, along with inadequate classroom time to integrate other sub-
jects, are major reasons why nutrition education has been taught to 
the migrant on such a limited scale. 
Nutrition education programs have followed the more traditional 
approach to nutrition, that is using categorical food guides. Such 
programs are too rigid in nature and tend to stress food sources which 
are unfamiliar to the children and eating patterns which are out of 
synchronization with the child's lifestyle. Because of his different 
ethnic eating practices, it is hard for him to understand nutrition 
principles in terms of unfamiliar foods. 
In developing a nutrition program for the migrant child, one must 
understand the concept that individuals differ in their needs, inter-
ests, values and background. Sometimes we unconsciously build pro-
grams around our needs or interests, and do not successfully commun-
icate nutrition concepts (Gromatzky, 1968). Many nutrition programs 
have been developed and carried out without focusing on specific nu-
tritional problems resulting in a shotgun approach which fails to 
teach concepts that can be applied to the migrants' lifestyle and 
needs. Sometimes we fail to realize that people who speak Spanish 
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are not always reached by media information, journals, magazines, 
newspaper articles, etc. In many instances, nutrition programs tar-
geted directly toward the migrant population are the only access they 
have to nutrition education (White House Conference, 1971). Educators 
must be flexible in their thinking and creative in their planning in 
order to develop effective education programs independent of tradi-
tional patterns (The National Committee, 1964). 
In recent years, it has been widely recommended to introduce 
nutrition education sequentially from pre-school through high school 
as part of the educational curriculum (American Dietetic Association, 
1978; Maretzki, 1979). 
Primary nutrition objectives are directed to change attitudes and 
eating behaviors by nutrition knowledge and allow the person the abil-
ity to make appropriate food choices according to individual needs. 
It is essential for nutrition programs to be targeted toward the needs 
of the population involved, taking into account cultural, social and 
economic needs. It is important for the educator to be familiar with 
migrant needs and practices before developing a program. In developing 
a program, the American Dietetic Association recommends that a system-
ized approach be used. It should integrate nutrition concepts into 
other subject matter already taught in the education curriculum or it 
shoul be applied to a series of instructional units depending on the 
students' particular needs (American Dietetic Association, 1978). 
Qualified personnel familiar with the education system, the field of 
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nutrition, and curriculum development should be part of the planning 
in developing appropriate methods and materials for a nutrition educa-
tion program (American Dietetic Association, 1978). 
Migrant authorities still face the difficulty of obtaining 
qualified teachers and skilled personnel to devote specialized efforts 
to the migrant child. Lack of funding has been a major drawback to im-
proving migrant education (Gromatzky, 1968). 
A nutrition-to-energy approach (Hansen, 1973) for teaching nutri-
tion education has been developed by Sorenson and Hansen. This 
nutrient-density concept is called an Index of Nutritional Quality 
(INQ). The nutritional density of a food is defined as its ratio of 
nutrient contribution to its calor·ic contribution expressed on a con-
stant caloric basis (Wittwer~t al., 1977). The concept has been 
proven effective as a nutrition education component for elementary 
school curricula. Brown et al (1979) developed and evaluated a nutrition 
education program based on this approach for kindergarten through sixth 
grade. The program was successful in bringing about positive cogna-
tive, attitudinal and behavioral changes in elementary school child-
ren. Teachers who possessed limited nutrition background could effec-
tively teach nutrition with training and well-designed materials. The 
nutrient-density education program was constructed to allow for inte-
gration of nutrition concepts into other subject matter and to be 
taught as part of the total educational curriculum. 
Meyer and Jansen utilized the nutrient-to-energy approach in 
designing and evaluating nutrition education materials for fifth 
grade classes (Meyer and Jansen, 1977). Wittwer et al. used the 
nutrient-to-energy approach to evaluate food groups in relation to 
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their nutrient value. The evaluation of food groups to their nutrient 
value can help qualify the terms "excellent," "poor," and "adequate" 
that are used to describe food sources by professionals. 
The nutrient-density education program is an excellent approach 
to provide training for migrant children. Migrant teachers have a 
very limited time schedule. A nutrition program that can be inte-
grated into existing course work is preferable. The nutrient-density 
approach can be a vehicle to improve language skills, academic ability, 
and areas of low achievement. Without nutrition education, there is 
little potential for personal growth and development. With continued 
physical and emotional deprivation, there is little opportunity for the 
migrant child to become a productive and useful citizen. 
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METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of the study was to develop, implement, and evaluate 
a nutrition component for integration in the Title I Migrant Education 
Curriculum. It was based on nutrition education program developed 
and evaluated by Brown et al. (1979) for elementary school children. 
The nutrition component was modified to include behavioral objectives 
and concepts that were directed toward the migrant classroom. Pre -
and post-tests were utilized to measure nutritional knowledge and 
attitude change of migrant children. In addition, other test material 
was also developed based on specific nutritional objectives delineated 
from the nutrition unit. 
Program design 
The Index of Nutritional Quality (INQ) concept has received con-
siderable recognition as a valuable teaching tool. It has been used to 
teach nutrition concepts to the public in general, and as part of a 
successfully integrated nutrition education curriculum in the education 
system at both the elementary and secondary level (German et al ., 1980). 
Material development 
The lesson plans were outlined using the same guidelines developed 
by Brown (see Appendix A). Each lesson corresponds with specific 
behavioral objectives, which are to be accomplished by the student at 
the end of the lesson. Tests were administered during the nutrition 
unit to help measure the competency of the students in attaining the 
outlined objectives. 
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The nutrition component included 6 topics covered in ten lessons. 
Instructional material was developed from the Utah 4H Food and Fun 
Series and Brown et al.'s (1979) unit one and unit two teacher 
manuals. When developing the lesson material, the large span in age 
and grade of the migrant population was taken into consideration. The 
grades included 3rd-6th with an age range of 7-14 years. Lessons were 
taught by the author, making revisions when possible, to better adapt 
the lessons to each class. Due to the large age deviation present 
in each class, difficulty in revision during class presentation 
occurred. 
Lesson topics 
Lesson topics included: (1) introduction to a variety of foods; 
(2) discussion of food source and its products: (3) specific nutrients 
and their function; (4) nutritionally related food groups; (5) food 
labelling; and (6) snacking. 
The lesson topics were selected on the basis of migrant 
children's particular nutritional needs. Migrant children tend to 
consume a limited variety of foods. Mexican foods are preferred by 
most migrant children. The Mexican culture does not stress a large 
consumption of fruits and vegetables. As a result most migrant 
children are not familiar with a variety of fruits and vegetables, and 
tend to find them, especially vegetables, distasteful . A large amount 
of carbohydrates and fats are consumed in the diet (Abrams 
1979). To familiarize migrant children with a variety of foods, it is 
necessary to teach them basic good eating habits and help them acquire 
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a few simple skills to apply to daily living, such as understanding 
food labelling. 
Lesson outline 
Each lesson contained step by step teaching instruction. Each 
lesson was organized to follow the same scheme. 11Title 11 and 11 Lesson 
Summary 11 stated the title and the behavioral objectives and included a 
brief summary of the lesson content. 11 lntegration 11 1 isted the academic 
subject areas that are involved in teaching the lesson. 11 Time 11 appro-
ximated the time necessary for lesson presentation. 11 Teacher' s 
Materials 11 provided a list of the materials needed for lesson presen-
tation. 11 lntroduction 11 gave instructions that could be used or were 
used as a guideline for lesson presentation. 11 Activity 11 contained 
exercises that could be or were helpful in reinforcing the lesson's 
behavioral objectives. 
Lessons were developed and placed in sequential order, intro-
ducing basic nutrition concepts in the initial lessons. The basic 
nutrition concepts were then expanded upon, as the student pro-
gressed in understanding. Each lesson built on concepts from the 
previous lesson. Nutrient posters that are color-coded and contain 
basic information on food sources and body functions of vitamin A, 
vitamin C, calcium and iron were used in the lessons. Nutrient 
posters were evaluated for usefulness in Brown et al. 's (1979) study 
and found effective. Nutrient posters were considered appropriate 
for the migrant population without modification. 
Games, songs, and chants were incorporated into many of the 
lesson plans. These teaching aids helped provide variety to the 
lesson and reinforced nutritional concepts. Teaching aids were 
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developed from Utah 4H Food and Fun Series and Brown et al. 1 s (1979) 
teacher manuals. Handouts on the four plus one food groups and on the 
nutrients most available in each group were given to each student. 
Nutrient information on the handouts were obtained from the Utah 4H 
Food and Fun Series. Food groups handouts were obtained from the 
National Dairy Council. 
Food profile cards. Food Profile Cards of 128 different foods 
from the nutrition education curriculum developed and evaluated by 
Brown et al. {1979) were used. On each card is a picture of the food, 
the name of the food and color-coded nutrient density information 
about the food. The front side of the card has the nutrient value of 
one serving, the backside of the card has the nutrient value of the 
food when consumed in the quantity of 2400 calories. This was the 
general requirement of a 7-10 year old child. The profile cards were 
used by teachers and students. The 128 profile cards included several 
foods normally consumed by the Hispanic population (taco, burrito, 
re.fried beans, rice, potato, etc.). These ethnic foods were fami 1 iar 
to the children and therefore appropriate for the migrant population. 
Selection of migrant population 
The Title I Migrant Education Program in Corrine which is in Box 
Elder County, Utah was selected as the population to conduct an 
evaluation of the nutrition unit. The population was divided into two 
classes. The classes were identified as experimental group 1, 
containing the 5th and 6th grades, and an experimental group 2 
containing the 3rd and 4th grades. A control group was selected from 
the Title I Program in Smithfield, Utah approximately 40 miles from 
Corrine. The control group included grades 3-6. Due to the small 
numbers of children enrolled at this site, it was not possible to 
have a control group for each experimental group. 
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In addition to the small number of individuals enrolled in the 
control group, Spanish was preferred over English in the classroom 
environment at Smithfield. The experimental groups were larger in 
number and were, in the opinion of the author, more acculturated into 
the American situation. The most preferred language spoken among the 
experimental groups was English. The reason for such a difference 
between the experimental and control populations was unclear, since 
the populations were geographically closely located. 
Initially, contact with school officials was made to obtain per-
mission to use the Title I Migrant Program as a test population. No 
nutrition program had been integrated into the school curriculum pre-
ceding the development and testing of the nutrition unit. School 
officials encouraged the author and offered their verbal support. 
Program implementation 
Participants. The control group included 21 students. 
Experimental group 1 involved 36 students while 31 students were en-
rolled in group 2. Each group had one assigned teacher and one 
teacher's aide. 
Time scheduling. The nutrition education program was implemented 
the second week of school beginning June 14, 1982. Three lessons were 
to be given each week. Some change in the proposed lesson schedule 
was necessary due to changes occurring at school and in the migrant 
population. Several lessons had t o be repeated, since there was a 
great fluctuation in the attendance by the migrant population. 
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Attendance was unpredictable. Lesson schedules had to be flexible to 
adjust to these changes. The lessons extended over a 5 to 6 week 
period. 
Class instruction. The lesson units were taught by the author. 
The assigned classroom teacher and teacher's aide were usually present 
to help maintain class order and discipline and to assist with the 
participation activities. Maintaining class discipline was difficult 
to accomplish since students were loud and unattentive at times, 
talking or yelling comments across the room. Constant classroom 
disruptions by unattentive students made it impossible at times for 
other students to concentrate. Disciplinary action against students 
during school hours was not uncommon. Forty-five minutes was the 
approximate time allotted for class instruction. Teachers were found 
to be flexible when necessary if more time was required. 
Program evaluation 
Evaluation instruments. Several of the evaluation instruments 
were selected from those that had been developed previously and 
evaluated in the research conducted by Brown et al. (1979). 
Instruments used to evaluate the effectiveness of the program 
included: (1) pre-post tests, (2) tests developed from lesson 
objectives, (3) health education inventory form, (4) teacher post-
instruction interviews, and (5) clinical analyses. 
Pre-post tests. The same tests were administered at the 
beginning and the end of the nutrition unit . Samples are included in 
Appendix B. The pre- and post - tests consisted of four tests that 
measured food acceptance, at titude and nutritional knowledge. In the 
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food acceptance instrument, students were given a list of 30 foods 
ranging from high nutrient value to those of lower nutrient value. 
Students were asked to rate the foods on a scale of 1 to 5 according 
to likes and dislikes of the foods (Appendix B, pg.81) 
In the food attitude instrument, students were given sixteen 
statements about foods. Students were asked to rate on a scale of 1 
to 5 how they felt about the statement from strongly agree to strongly 
disagree. Statements were divided into three categories statements 
which would be favorable for the student to agree on: 3, 8, 11, 13, 16; 
statements which would be favorable for the students to disagree on: 
1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 14; and statements which were felt to be too ambiguous 
for the students to make an appropriate response: 4, 5, 9, 12 (the 
last were not included in the results data) (Appendix B, pg. 85). 
the nutritional knowledge instrument, students were given the same 30 
foods included in the acceptance assessment. The students were asked 
to rate the nutritional quality of these foods on a scale of 1 to 4, 
from 11 Very good 11 to ''not good 11 (Appendix B, pg.83 ). 
Experimental group one and the control group were asked questions 
on the pre - post-tests based on nutritional information found on food 
lables. Experimental group two was asked the same question based on 
food labels in the post-test only. It was felt by the author that the 
second experimental group had not yet acquired the skills necessary 
to answer the questions. There were eight questions (Appendix B, 
pg. 87 ) . 
Tests on lesson objectives. Cognitive tests were developed to 
determine how well the students had learned the content of the 
nutrition unit. These tests evaluate the students' attainment of 
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specific behavioral objectives from lesson material. As the migrant 
population was very mobile, additional evaluation instruments were 
needed to assess more accurately the student competency by testing on 
individual lesson plans. Tests were administered during the nutrition 
unit. 
Experimental groups 1 and 2 were administered a test in which 
they were asked to name the food groups and to name the vitamins and 
minerals and their body functions discussed in class. The test 
included 7 questions (Test sample in Appendix B, pg. 88 ). 
Experimental group 1 was administered a second test on the same 
subject area that was more difficult in nature (Appendix B, pg. 89 ). 
Both experimental groups 1 and 2 were asked 5 questions on food 
labelling after 2 lessons on food labelling information (Test sample 
included in Appendi x B, pg. 90 ). 
Health education inventory form. The purposes of this instrument 
were to assess the nutritional background of teachers; to evaluate 
sources of nutritional information and nutritional knowledge; and to 
determine the attitudes and personal views of teachers in regards to 
nutritional education in the school system (Appendix B, pg. 91 ). 
Teacher post-instruction interview form. This instrument was 
developed to help evaluate teachers 1 perceptions of the program; to 
obtain information on observed student behavior; and to evaluate 
teachers 1 attitudes on the success of the program (Appendix B, 
pg. 94). 
Clinical data. Hematocrits, weight, height, were obtained from 
migrant children. The information was used to compare the groups 
within the migrant population and to compare the migrant population 
to clinical data obtained from the average U.S. population of 




Data obtained from the evaluation instruments were analyzed to 
determine the effectiveness of the migrant nutrition education pro-
gram in promoting desired changes in behavior and knowledge. The da-
ta were gathered from the summative pre-post tests. Formativetests 
developed to evaluate whether the subjects were fulfilling lesson ob-
jectives and teachers survey forms. 
Results from pre-post tests included food acceptance, knowledge 
of the nutritional quality of foods, attitude toward nutrition and the 
understanding of information on food labels. Tests developed for in-
dividual lesson objectives included the subject matter on minerals, 
vitamins, food groups and food labelling. Teacher survey forms in-
cluded pre-assessment of teachers' knowledge and background and a post 
interview form to assess teachers' attitude and observed effects of 
the nutrition program. 
Food acceptance 
Results from 88 students for the food acceptance portion of the 
pre-post test were analyzed. A-completely randomized analysis of 
variance was used to compare the difference in acceptance scores be-
tween pre-post tests within each migrant population. Each food was 
analyzed individually for whether a significant difference had oc-
curred between pre and post test responses. An overall score was 
also obtained for the pre-post test within each group. The F value 
for the overall score was significant at 4.1 3 with a 95 percent con-
fidence interval. When an LSD test was conducted for each of the three 
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groups, it was found that a significant difference between means ex-
isted only in the control group. There was found to be no signifi-
cant difference between pre-post test overall means for experimental 
groups l and 2. Results appear in Table l. 
Table l. Pre-post food acceptance overall means for the three migrant 
populations at 0.5 confidence interval. MSE .318 
l 2 Mean LSD Group Pre Post Difference Value 
Control 1.9 l. 2a .6 .5 
5th & 6th ( l ) 2.2 2.0 . 2 . 4 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 2. l 2. l .0 .4 
Pre l Post 2 
Control N=l3 N=8 
5th & 6th N=26 N=lO 
3rd & 4th N=l9 N=l2 
*Significant difference between pre-post test means. 
a 
~ower means indicate higher food acceptance. 
Significant 
* 
Pre-post test means were compared for each of the 30 individual 
foods within each of the three migrant populations. When the F values 
were tabulated, they showed that eight of t he foods had a significant 
F value. An LSD test was then applied to evaluate the significance of 
the F value. An LSD test was then applied to evaluate the significance 
of the F value fo r each food. Results are shown in Table 2. 
Nutritional quality of foods 
Pre-post tests on understanding the nutritional quality of foods 
were analyzed for 87 students which include all three of the migrant 
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Table 2. Pre-post test food acceptance mean values for foods with a 
significant difference at 0.5 confidence interval. 
1 2 Mean LSD Group Pre Post Difference Value Significant 
Peanut Butter 
F value 2.60 MSE 1 .38 
Control 2.3 l. 1 a 1.2 1.0 * 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 2.6 2.5 0.1 0.9 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 2.0 1.7 0.3 0.9 
Cabbage 
F value 3.59 MSE 2.81 
Control 2.1 l.2a 0.9 1.4 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 3.5 2.2 1.3 1.2 * 
3rd & 4th (2) 3.4 2.4 0.9 1.2 
Artichoke 
F value 3.10 MSE 3.12 
Control l.Oa 0.4 0.5 1.6 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 1.0 2.8 1.8 1.3 * 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 0.0 1.4 1.5 1.3 
Milk 
F value 3.10 MSE 1.38 
Control 1.1 l.Oa 0.1 1.0 * 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 2.0 2.6 0.6 0.9 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 1.3 1.3 0.0 0.9 
Cooked Carrots 
F value 4.04 MSE 3.12 
Contro 1 2. 1 l.2a 0.9 1.6 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 3.8 2.4 1.4 1.3 * 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 2.1 2.9 0.8 1.3 
Kiwi 
F value 5.07 MSE 2.29 
Control 0.8a 0.2 0.6 1.3 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 0.7a 2.0 1.3 1.1 * 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 0.4 2.7 2.3 1.1 * 
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Table 2. Continued. 
LSD Group 1 Pre 2 Post 
Mean 
Difference Value Significant 
Control 
5th & 6th (1) 
3rd & 4th (2) 
Contro 1 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 
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Significant difference between pre-post test means at 0.05. 




populations. Completely randomized analysis of variance was used to 
compare pre-post test means for each food within each of the three 
population groups. An overall analysis of pre-post test means was 
also calculated for each of the three migrant populations. The F value 
for the overall means was significant at 4.46 at a 95 percent confi-
dence interval. An LSD test was then applied to the pre-post test 
means in each group. The LSD test showed a significant difference 
among the control group and experimental group 1 (5th and 6th grade). 
They failed to show any significant difference in experimental group 2 
(3rd and 4th grade). Results are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Pre-post test overall means for nutritional quality of foods 
for the three migrant populations at 0.5 confidence interval. 
MSE .217 
l Post 2 
Mean LSD 
Group Pre Difference Value Significant 
Control 1.8 l.2a .6 .4 * 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 2. l 2.0a .9 .3 * 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 1.8 1.8 .0 .3 
Pre l Post 2 
Control N=l2 N=7 
5th & 6th N=26 N=ll 
3rd & 4th N=l9 N=l2 
* Significant difference between pre-post test means at 0.5. 
aLower mean indicates higher nutrient rating. 
The mean value was then calculated for each of the 30 foods for 
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each migrant group. Results showed a significant F value for 
cabbage, hamburger, tortillas, zucchini, spinach, kiwi, and pizza. 
When the LSD test was applied to pre-post scores it showed only a sign-
ificant difference between mean scores for kiwi, zucchini and tortillas. 
All three foods were rated at a lower nutrient value on the post test. 
Results appear in Table 4. 
Table 4. Pre-post test nutritional quality of foods means for the 
three migrant populations for foods with a significant dif-
ference at 0.5 confidence interval. 
l 2 Mean LSD Group Pre Post Difference Value Significant 
Tortilla 
F value 2.77 MSE .94 
Control 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.9 
5th & 6th ( l ) l. 4a 1.9 0.5 0.7 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 1.4 2. l 0.7 0.7 * 
Zucchini 
F value 2.36 MSE 2.0 
Control 0.9 0.8 0.3 1.3 
5th & 6th (l) l. 5a 2. l 0.6 l.O 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 0.6 1.7 l.l l.O * 
Kiwi 
F value 4.58 MSE l .57 
Control 0.4 0.3 0.1 1.2 
5th & 6th ( l ) l.l 2.0 0.8 0.9 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 0.7a 2.2 1.5 l.O * 
Pre 1 Post 2 
Control N=l2 N=7 
5th & 6th N=26 N=ll 
3rd & 4th N=l9 N=l2 
* Significant difference between pre-post test means at 0.5. 
aLower means indicate hi gher nutrient rating. 
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Attitude test 
A 16 question attitudinal survey was used as one of the evalua-
tive instruments in both pre-post tests. The test scores for 83 stu-
dents were analyzed by a completely randomized analysis of vari-
ance. The F value was calculated for each of the individual questions 
for a significant difference between pre-post test mean score for each 
of the three migrant populations. An F value was also calculated for 
pre-post overall means for each group. 
The F value for the overall mean was calculated, excluding the 
responses for questions 4, 5, 9 and 12. These four questions were de-
leted from the overall mean analysis as the questions were considered 
too ambiguous for students to make an accurate response. The overall 
means were found to be significant at 2.54 with 95 percent confidence 
interval. When the LSD test was applied it showed that only the con-
trol group had a significant F value. Both experimental groups had a 
lower post test mean but these were not significant. Results are 
shown in Table 5. 
When the F value was calculated for each of the 16 questions a 
significant difference was calculated for questions 7, 8, 10, 13, 14 
and 15. Even though questions 4, 5, 9 and 12 were not included in the 
overall mean average, question 9 was significant and therefore was in-
cluded in the individual analysis of each question. Values for ques-
tion 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15 are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 5. Pre-post test overall attitude means for the three migrant 
populations at 0.5 confidence interval. MSE 1.36 
Means LSD 
Group Pre Post Difference Value Significant 
Control l.7a .3. l 1.5 1.2 * 
5th & 6th (1) 2'. 6 2.4 .2 .8 
3rd & 4th (2) 2.4 .1.6 .8· • 9 
Pre 1 Post 2 
Control N=l2 N=5 
5th & 6th N=29 N=ll 
3rd & 4th N=l5 N=ll 
* Significant difference between pre-post test mean. 
alower mean value indicates a more appropriate response. 
Food labelling information 
A pre-post test consisting of eight food labelling questions was 
administered to only experimental group 1 (5th and 6th grades) which 
included a total of 26 students. Only the post-test was administered 
to experimental group 2 (3rd and 4th grades). In the opinion of the 
author, the material on this pre-test was too difficult for the 3rd 
and 4th grade students without some previous instruction. So as not 
to confuse or discourage the students the pre-test was not given to the 
younger children. A pre-test was administered to three of the older 
students in the control group. Originally a post-test was to be 
administered to the control group also. This was not possible since 
the children felt that the test was too difficult and would not attempt 
the test. A completely randomized analysis of variance was used to 
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Table 6. Pre-post attitude means for the three migrant populations 
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Table 6. Continued. 
1 2 Mean LSD Group Pre Post Difference Value Significant 
Question 13: "Learning how to choose foods that 
will help you grow healthy and 
strong is as important as learning 
how to play sports that keep the 
body healthy." 
F value 2.30 MSE 1.25 
Control 1.9 l.6a 0.3 1.4 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 2.9 1.5 1.3 0.9 * 3rd & 4th (2) 2.2 2.3 0.1 0.8 
Question 14: "American foods are not as good 
for you as Mexican foods." 
F value 2.91 MSE 2.18 
Control 3.2b 4.0 0.7 1.9 
5th & 6th (l) 2. 7 3.8b 1.1 1.0 * 3rd & 4th (2) 3.3 1.8 1.4 1.2 * 
Question 15: "American foods do not taste as 
good as Mexican foods." 
F value 2.30 MSE 1.82 
Control 1.9 l.6b 0.3 1.4 
5th & 6th (l) 2.9 1.5 1.3 0.9 * 3rd & 4th (2) 2.2 2.3 0.1 0.8 
Pre 1 Post2 
Contra 1 N=l2 N=5 
5th & 6th N=29 N=ll 
3rd & 4th N=l5 N=ll 
* Significant difference between pre-post test means at 0.5. 
alower mean score indicates a more positive response. 
blower mean score indicates a more negative response. 
compare pre-post means for experimental group 1. The F value was 
calculated for overall mean comparison and for each of the eight 
questions. An LSD test was then used to test for the significance 
of the F value. A significant F value was shown for the overall 
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mean. Results are shown in Table 7. The mean value of experimental 
group 2 and the control group are shown in the table. Questions 2, 5 
and 8 also were shown to have a significant F value. Results are 
shown in Table 8. The mean value of experimental group 2 and the 
control group for these three questions are also shown in the table. 
Table 7. Pre-post overall food labelling means for the three migrant 
populations at 0.5 confidence interval. MSE .051 
Group 




3rd & 4th (2) 1.2 
Control 
5th & 6th 
3rd & 4th 
* 










Significant difference between pre-post test means at 0.5. 
aLower mean indicates higher competency level. 
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Since there was not sufficient data for experimental group 2 and 
the control group, analysis of variance was not used. The mean results 
for experimental group 2 and the control group are shown as the per-
centage of students that obtained competency at a specific level of 
accuracy. The results are shown in Table 9. 
Table 8. Pre-post test food labelling means for the three migrant 
populations for questions with a significant difference at 
0.5 confidence interval. 
1 2 Mean LSD Group Pre Post Difference Value Significant 
Question 2: 11 Which of the three foods is the best 
source of protein for one serving? 11 
F value 12.3 MSE . 150 
5th & 6th (1) 1.7 1.1 a 0.6 0.3 * 
Control 2.0 
3rd & 4th (2) 1.1 
Question 5: 11 0ne serving of vegetable provides 
_ % of your daily need for vitamin A.u 
F value 4.44 MSE .162 
5th & 6th ( 1 ) 1.9 1.4a 0.5 0.3 * 
Control 1.7 
3rd & 4th (2) 1.6 
Question 8: 11 None of the foods furnish you with 
vitamin A. 11 
F value 3.33 MSE .194 
5th & 6th (1) 1.5 l.la 0.4 0.3 * 
Control 1.7 
3rd & 4th ( 2) 1.1 
Pre 1 Post 2 
Control N=3 
5th & 6th N=26 N=lO 
3rd & 4th N=ll 
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Table 9. Level of accuracy obtained by experimental group 2 and the 
control group on food labelling information. 
Group 
Control group N=3 
Group 2 
3rd & 4th N=ll 
100 90 80 70 60 30 20 10 
33 33 33 
18 45 27 9 
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Weekly objectives 
The migrant children in experimental groups 1 and 2 were given 
weekly objectives, based on the lesson plan for that week. There were 
four lesson objectives in total: Objective one, to try a new food; 
Objective two, to eat a food that was high in vitamin C and a food high 
in vitamin A; Objective three, to find a food label that supplies 30% 
of our daily requirement for vitamin C and A; and Objective four, to 
eat a nutritious snack. 
The first two objectives were completed by all class members in 
both experimental groups. The foods selected to accomplish the objec-
tives were included in the school lunch program. Food sources from 
home were not used by any of the students as a variety of foods were not 
available at home. The third objective very few students completed. 
The activity required more motivation on the part of the student. The 
students showed little interest to complete the objective and the students 
would constantly forget to complete the objectives even when given 
another opportunity. As a result the weekly objectives were discontinued. 
Tests on lesson objectives 
Tests on lesson objectives were given to both experimental groups 
and 2. The tests were administered during the nutrition unit. The 
lesson objectives were based on subject matter that was covered in 
class lectures. The subject matter children were tested on included 
vitamins, minerals, food groups and food labelling. 
Test #1 -- Vitamins, minerals, and food groups. The test on vi-
tamins, minerals and food groups was administered to both experimen-
tal group one and two which included 24 students in total. The test 
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was administrated after four class lectures . on the above subject mat-
ter. The test questions were in a multiple choice and fill in the 
blank format. The students were allowed sufficient time to complete 
the test. Results are shown in Table 10. The results are shown as 
the percentage of students that obtained a certain level of accuracy. 
The level of accuracy is also shown in percentages. 
Table 10. Level of accuracy obtained by experimental groups 1 and 2 
on test #1 -- vitamins, minerals and food groups. 
Percentage 
Group 100 90 80 70 60 30 
N = 24 25 21 29 13 8 4 
5th & 6th; Group 1 
N=11 students 46 18 9 18 9 
3rd & 4th; Group 2 
N=13 students 8 38.5 38.5 15 
Test #2 --Vitamins, minerals, and food groups. Test #2 was ad-
ministrated to experimental group 1 (5th and 6th) only. This test 
was actually administrated previous to test #1. The 5th and 6th grade 
class seemed to have difficulty with the test material from test #2, 
therefore they were given test #1. Test #1 was originally only to be 
administrated to experimental group 2 (3rd and 4th). The test #1 was 
also applied to experimental group 1 to accumulate more accurate data 
as to their understanding of the subject matter in comparison to ex-
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perimental group 2. The results of test #2 are shown in Table 11. The 
results are again shown in the form of percentage. 
Table 11. Level of accuracy obtained by experimental group 1 on test 
#2 -- vitamins, minerals, and food groups. 
Percentage 
Group 100 90 80 70 60 30 20 10 
5th & 6th; Group 1 
N=l5 students 13 7 20 27 7 7 13 
Test #3 -- Food labelling. Students were tested on their ability 
to understand information from food labels. Students received two 
class lectures on food labelling. Students were asked five questions 
based on information found on food labels and required to read the in-
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formation on food labels. Test #3 was administered to both experimental 
groups 1 and 2 which included 22 students. Obtaining information from 
food labels was discussed in class lectures and the students were 
familiar with the information. Student scores are again shown as the 
percentage of students that obtain competency at a specific level of 
accuracy. Results are shown in Table 12. 
Teacher pre-assessment of nutrition 
Using a teacher pre-assessment of nutrition knowledge and teach-
ing experience questionnaire, teachers were evaluated for their pre-
vious teaching experience background in nutrition and attitudes toward 
teaching nutrition. 
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Table 12. Level of accuracy obtained by experimental groups 1 and 2, 
on test #3 --Food labelling, taken from lecture material. 
Percentage 
Group 100 90 80 70 
Total of Students 
N=22 91 9 
5th & 6th; Group 1 
Students N=12 92 8 
3rd & 4th; Group 2 
Students N=10 92 8 
Teaching experience. There was a wide variation in the teaching 
experiences of the migrant teachers. The teacher of the 5th and 6th 
grade program had taught in the migrant program and in elementary ed-
ucation for over seventeen years. The teacher•s aid had no previous 
teaching experience in elementary education or in the Title I pro-
gram. The teacher for the 3rd and 4th grade students normally teaches 
Spanish at a junior high level and had no previous teaching experience 
in the Title I migrant program. The teacher•s aid taught in the 
Title One program the previous year in the same capacity. 
One teacher responded positively to the question, "Did you teach 
the subject of nutrition to your students last year as a planned part 
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of your curri cul urn?" The subject was taught in conjunction with an-
other subject and only one hour was estimated as the total time spent 
in class on nutrition. 
When queried as to the strengths and weaknesses of the previous 
approach to teaching nutrition to migrant children, they responded, 
"They learn only by trying what they are given in the school lunch 
program." 
Effects of nutrition education on students. The teacher and 
teacher's aids who were involved in teaching nutrition education to 
migrants the previous year were asked to indicate their impressions 
of that program. The aids stated that a positive change in nutri-
tional knowledge was not seen while there v1as "some" change in the 
children's attitude toward nutrition. The aids observed "not so 
much" change in food selection patterns by students. The teacher 
indicated "no" observed changed in students' nutritional knowledge, 
attitudes toward nutrition and food selection. 
Nutrition knowledge and teaching ability. When asked to assess 
their own knowledge of nutrition on a scale of 10-1, with 10 being a 
professional nutritionist and 1 being an individual with no nutrition-
al knowledge, all teachers scored themselves betv1een 4-5, "some" to 
"not so much." Hhen asked to rate their ability to teach nutrition on 
a scale of 10-1, with 10 being "excellent" to 1 being "poor," all 
teachers evaluated themselves between 6-4, "good." 
When asked to assess on a scale of 10-1, with 10 being "a lot" to 
1 being "none," h0\'1 much nutritional knO\'/ledge v1as attained from the 
six sources listed in the questionnaire, the teachers responded that 
most information was gained from TV and radio programs, church or other or-
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ganizations, newspaper, magazines, books and college in decreasing or-
der. Knowledge gained from these sources ranged between 8-5 or "quite 
a 1 ot" to "some." 
Appropriate level to begin nutrition education. In answer to the 
question at what grade level it was most appropriate to begin nutri-
tion education, all teachers considered kindergarten to be the most 
appropriate choice. 
Priority of subject areas. The teachers were asked to rate on 
a scale of 10-1 from "very high priority" to "very low priority," the 
priority they felt the subjects of reading, music, physical education 
and nutrition had in the elementary school curriculum. Reading re-
ceived a rating of 10 or "very high priority" by a 11 teachers. ~1us i c 
received a rating between 8-3 or "high priority" to "low priority." 
Physical education received a rating between 10-7 or "very high pri-
ority" to "high priority," and nutrition rated between 10-6 or "very 
high priority" to "medium priority." 
Effects of nutrition education on students. Teachers indicated 
on a scale of 10-1 with 10 indicating "a lot" and 1 "not at all," the 
extent nutrition education could have a positive effect on nutrition-
al knowledge, attitude toward nutrition and food selection. Teachers 
scored the effect nutrition education could have on students• know-
ledge of nutrition between 10-8, i.e., "a lot" to "quite a lot," at-
titudes toward nutrition between 10-5, i.e., "a lot" to "some," and 
students• food selection between 10-5, i.e., "a lot" to "some." 
Teacher post-instruction i nterview 
Each teacher received a survey form and was asked to complete the 
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form and return it. The teachers were asked quest~ons pertaining to the 
nutrition unit. The survey form is found in Appendix B (pg. 93 ). The 
overall consensus of the teachers was that the students became more 
aware of their nutritional needs. The profile cards were considered 
helpful. More pictures and other visual aids were thought to be use-
ful. Activities were a strong point of the unit. Demonstrations were 
well-liked also among students. Such activities were suggested to be 
incorporated into more class sessions. It was thought by all teachers 
that the more class involvement the better. 
Teachers recommended that sessions be kept to 30 minutes or less 
since interest was difficult to maintain for a longer period with this 
group of children. The material was felt to be appropriate for the 
age level. Teacher perception of the students' reactions to the pro-
gram was positive. Teachers felt some students lost interest in the 
end especially if lessons got too lengthy. Children's attitudes and 
behaviors were thought to be difficult to change. Some teachers did 
state that they noticed students trying a larger variety of food in 
the school lunch room. Suggestions for improvement of the program in-
cluded more parent involvement. For example, mothers could be asked 
to prepare foods for class demonstrations. If information were sent 
home to parents, such as recipes for specific foods, then these foods 
might more likely be tried at home. The teachers also recommended co-
ordinating the lunch program at school with the class lessons to en-
able the students to learn from the meals they were eating. Teachers 
felt that the nutrition units could be integrated into the migrant 
education program quite successfully. 
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Health analysis for migrant children 
The migrant population was compared for height, weight and hema-
tocrit level to the average U.S. population of children the same age. 
Height and weight chart statistics were obtained from the National 
Center for Health Statistics~ (Public· Health Service; 1970). 
Hematocrit information was obtained from Clinical Diagnosis (Todd 1953). 
When experimental group 1 was compared to the U.S. national average for 
height and weight of children the same age it was found that there 
were many children below average weight and height for their age 
group. There was a large percentage of students below the 50th per-
centile. Results are shown in Table 13. 
Hematocrit level. Hematocrit levels of migrant children were 
compared to the average levels of children of the same age group. 
Results are shown in Table 14. 
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Table 13. The three migrant populations compared for height and weight 
with average U.S. population of children the same age. 
Percentile 
Group Sex 5th lOth 25th 50th 75th 90th 
Weight 
Total M 5 15 11 13 2 
N=61 F 5 15 5 21 8 
Control Group M 8 
N=12 F 17 25 8 33 8 
Group 1 M 11 8 8 11 4 
N=26 F 4 8 4 34 8 
Group 2 ~~ 30 17 17 
n=23 F 17 4 4 9 
Height 
Total M 16 10 8 5 2 2 
N=61 F 15 11 20 11 
Control Group M 8 
N=12 F 33 17 25 17 
Gr.oup 1 M 15 8 4 8 4 4 
N=26 F 8 11 23 15 
Group 2 t~ 22 17 17 4 
N=23 F 13 13 13 4 
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Table 14. Hematocrit level of the three migrant populations compared 
to average hematocrit level of children the same age group 
in u.s.a 
Hematocrit Level 
Group Sex 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
Total M 1 1 5 5 5 11 8 2 
N=61 F 5 3 5 10 13 12 5 3 2 2 3 
Control Group r~ 7 
N=14 F 22 14 14 7 22 14 
Group 1 M 4 8 8 4 11 
N=26 F 19 15 11 8 4 4 4 
Group 2 t·1 5 9 5 5 24 9 5 
N=21 F 5 5 9 5 9 5 
aThe average hematocrit level used would be comparable to that 1 evel 
found in children living in the Logan area. 
Average hematocrit level: Females ages 6-11 41.4 




Pre-post tests administered to experimental groups 1 and 2 and to 
the control group showed changes in attitude, nutritional knowledge, and 
food acceptance. Individual food acceptance scores were not sig-
nificantly different for the overall mean score in either of the ex-
perimental groups 1 and 2. This meant that the experimental subjects 
did not indicate a greater general food acceptance as a result of the 
program. There was a significant difference for the control group. 
The control group showed a higher overall food acceptance on the post-
test. For all three migrant groups, however, a significant difference 
for specific foods was shown in pre-post food acceptance scores. Foods 
that showed a significant difference were peanut butter, cheese, zuc-
chini, cabbage, artichoke, milk, cooked carrots and kiwi. For both 
experimental groups and the control group, of the eight foods that were 
si§nificantly different, cabbage, cooked carrots and cheese had high-
er food acceptance scores. Zucchini, artichoke, and kiwi had lower ac-
ceptance scores after the program. Cheese, peanut butter and milk were 
foods only significant for the control group. These three foods showed 
higher food acceptance on the post-test. Changes in the food accep-
tance scores can be related to the subject matter covered in several 
of the lesson plans. A food demonstration in one of the lessons in-
troduced a variety of foods many of which were unfamilar to students. 
Students were allowed to sample the different foods during the presen-
tation. Foods sampled included zucchini, cabbage, artichoke and kiwi. 
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As the students were unfamiliar with many of the foods previous to the 
pre-test, post-test scores were effected by students who had acquired 
familiarity with the foods in class. In some cases the students 
learned that they didn•t like a food. Foods such as zucchini, arti-
chokes and kiwi may well be an acquired taste. 
Other lesson plans were directed toward familarizing the students 
with the vitamins A and C and the minerals calcium and iron. As the 
students learned the importance of these nutrients, their food selec-
tion might have changed. Difference in pre-post test scores for the 
control group may be due to the change in the population between pre-
post test administration. 
The nutritional quality pre-post test showed a significant overall 
score difference for experimental group 1 and the control group. 
There was also a significant difference for specific foods for both 
experimental groups and the control group. Foods included kiwi, tor-
tilla and zucchini. All three foods were judged to be at a lower nu-
trient value of many foods. Children performed many activities with 
the profile cards, in which they were to select a food from the pro-
file cards high in a specific nutrient. Through the activity the 
children became familiar with many foods and their nutrient value. 
Kiwi, tortilla and zucchini, though nutrient dense foods in general, 
are not remarkable in a single specfiic nutrient. This may have been 
confusing for the students. In the Nutritional Quality pre-post test 
students had trouble rating foods according to their nutrient values. 
Students were reminded many times of the way to rate foods yet remained 
confused. 
The students• confusion may have influenced the validity of the 
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data in representing changes in students' nutritional knowledge. After 
viewing students' pre-post test scores the author had concerns about 
the accuracy of students' responses on the test materials. An example 
is the students' response to kiwi on pre-post test scores. Kiwi was 
sampled by both experimental groups during the food demonstration. All 
students liked kiwi enough to ask for a second sample. On the post-
test, kiwi was rated less nutritious and more disliked than on the 
pre-test. Many foods unfamiliar to the students were rated at a higher 
acceptance rate on the pre-test than on the post-test. This may be 
an explanation to the questionable change in mean scores for kiwi and 
zucchini. 
Attitude scores showed no significant overall change for the pre-
post tests. There was a significant difference in questions 7, 8, 9, 
10, 13, 14 and 15. The following section discusses some possible 
reasons for the lack of change. 
Question 7: "Most foods aren • t good for me." Post-test scores 
showed a stronger agreement with the question. As students became more 
familiar with the nutrient value of foods, they found foods which were 
well-liked, such as brownies, coke, and cookies had a lower nutrient 
value. Foods generally disliked, such as fruits and vegetables, were 
learned to have a higher nutrient rating. The information learned 
about food values influenced their attitude toward the question. 
Question 8: "Each person should be a b 1 e to choose foods to eat 
which gives the body everything it needs to grow healthy and strong." 
There was a stronger agreement on post-test scores for experimental 
group 1. Through the nutrition unit, the students were able to under-
stand the importance of good nutrition which may have influenced their 
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attitudes. 
Question 9: "Snacking is a bad habit to have." Experimental 
group 2 showed a significant difference with a stronger disagreement 
with the statement. One of the ten lesson plans covered the topic of 
snacking and choosing nutritious snacks. The idea that snacking is 
not necessarily a bad habit, and that we should try to choose nutri-
tious snacks was stressed in the lesson. Students were also taught 
that if they choose a food with a low nutritive value that it should 
be complemented with another food of higher nutritive value. 
Question 10: '' I don't think I could choose a diet that would 
help me to grow healthy and strong if I had to choose my own food 
everyday." Experimental group 1 showed a stronger agreement with the 
question on the post-test. After the nutrition unit on foods and 
their importance in keeping a healthy body many students may have been 
overwhelmed by the i nformation and felt more inadequate than before to 
make appropriate food choices. 
Question 14: "American foods aren't as good for you as Mexican · 
foods." Question 15: "American foods don't taste as good as ~1exican 
foods." Experimental groups 1 and 2 were in stronger agreement with 
both questions on post-test scores. Questions 14 and 15 seemed to 
cause a highly emotional response among students. Students felt the 
questions criticized their traditional customs and responded negative-
l y. There were a few verbal outbursts in the class defending their 
attitudes. The responses for the students were more emotional, but 
they did not actually respond to the content of the questions. 
Labelling. There was a significant difference in pre-post test 
mean scores for experimental group 1 with an F value of 8.134. Exper-
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imental group 2 also had a similar competency level on the post-test 
scores. Two lesson plans contain nutritional information on food lab-
elling. The children should have o~tained a better understanding of 
food labelling which resulted in a higher level of accuracy on post-
test scores. 
Test on lesson objectives 
Tests covered specific lesson objectives on vitamins, minerals, 
food groups and labelling. Most of the students in experimental group 
1 and 2 performed at a high level of correctness. There were a few 
students in both groups that performed poorly on the tests. Test 
scores, in the opinion of the author, were not a reflection of the com-
petency level achieved by students. Through classroom discussion, stu-
dents appeared to have a better understanding of lesson material. The 
author observed that students lack academic skills necessary to per-
form at optimum capacity on tests. Students had trouble understand-
ing written questions. Many questions had to be verbally explained to 
students. Students were not test-wise and generally lacked cognitive 
skills to perform well on written tests. Student writing skills were 
poor. 
"Fill in the blank" was difficult for most students because they 
couldn't write or spell. Poor writing skills were appearant even in 
the 5th-6th grade class. Test #2 on vitamins, minerals and the food 
groups was administered to experimental group 1 (5th-6th). The test 
had many "fill in the blank" questions. Students had such a difficult 
time with the test material that the class was then given test #1, 
which was originally intended only for experimental group 2 (3rd- 4th). 
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It was during the administration of test #2 that the poor academic 
skills of the students was brought to the attention of the author. 
When students were verbally asked questions and allowed to respond 
verbally in class, their competency level was much higher. Questions 
that students responded to correctly, verbally in class, when incor-
porated into test material were responded to incorrectly. During 
classroom sessions, experimental group 2 was more open and interested 
in the lesson material. Experimental group 2 performed as well as ex-
perimental group 1 on test objectives even though the average group 
age was younger. There was more resistance to learning new and dif-
ferent material for group 1 and they had more defined behavioral pat-
terns. Observed responses were similar in Brown et al .'s (1979) study 
with elementary school children. Younger children were more receptive 
to learning new material. 
Behavioral effects and problems in 
teaching the nutrition unit 
Some children responded more positively than others toward the 
nutrition unit. After a lesson on "A variety of food," students re-
ported purchasing some of these foods at the supermarket. A lesson 
involving the making of peanut butter and applesauce motivated stu-
dents to make the products at home. Food demonstrations produced 
very positive results and were well-liked among students and teachers. 
Teachers stated that a few changes were observed in the lunchroom. 
Students at lunch were heard naming the food groups and giving a lit-
tle information about each group. Students were also observed trying 
more of a variety of foods. 
The author observed from planned "weekly objectives" and through 
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personal contact with students that the school lunch program for mi-
grants is a very important part of their daily dietary intake. For 
many students it is the only nutritionally adequate meal they receive 
each day. Students have very little variety in their diet at home. 
Any variety is supplied through the school lunch program. It was the 
school lunch program which provided the food sources which the students 
were being encouraged to incorporate into their diets. They were not 
able to obtain these foods at home in order to fulfill the classroom 
assignments. With the importance that the school lunch program has in 
helping to supply a nutritionally adequate diet for migrants, the mi-
grant school system has devoted very little attention to the program. 
There was no nutritionist or dietitian on staff to help with meal 
planning. Funding is not available for such personnel. There were 
some nutrition and sanitation regulations determined by government 
officials that were complied with but were not always reinforced. 
The importance that the migrant school lunch program has in contribu-
ting to an adequate diet for migrant children deserves more consider-
ation when planning and preparing the meals. The most nutritionally 
adequate meals should be provided with as much food variety as possible 
within the limited budget. More attention needs to be directed toward 
the migrant school lunch program to better meet the nutritional needs 
of the migrant child. 
As was found in many articles in the literature, migrant children 
are an extremely difficult population to teach. The author's exper-
ience with migrant children confirmed these findings. There was a ma-
jor problem with discipline among migrant children. Students were gen-
erally unruly and very belligerent. It was especially difficult to 
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contend with the older students (5th-6th). At times lessons were im-
possible to teach because of the disciplinary problems. The author, 
teacher, and teacher's aid were unable to control students. The 5th-
6th grade class had a number of students 13 and 14 years old. These 
students instigated many classroom disturbances. Much time was taken 
during each class session to discipline and control students. 
Students• attitudes appeared to be negative. Disciplinary prob-
lems seemed to stem from a hostile attitude toward the American cul-
ture. The American society was referred to by one student as the 
"enemy." Many students came from broken homes and were living with 
only one parent. Unemployment, quarreling, desertion, adultery, and 
basic decline in the moral value system was prevalent among migrants. 
As was cited by the Arizona State Department (1963) the unstable fam-
ily life produced very angry, frustrated children. Parents• failure 
to make their cultural adjustment resulted in the family unit break-
down, causing children also to be caught in the cultural conflict. 
There were similar findings by Valdez (1961) in the study of migrant 
families. 
Migrant teachers 
Teachers in the migrant program were hired during summer months 
to teach the migrant children. These teachers were not specifically 
educated or trained in teaching migrant children. The qualifications 
necessary to teach migrant children were somewhat vague. Teachers were 
required to be certified but only in the last year has this require-
ment been enforced. Spanish-speaking teachers are preferred but not 
required. In the past, many Spanish-speaking migrants have been in-
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volved in teaching the migrant children. This has been helpful to 
the children in some respects as it lowers cultural barriers. Yet it 
resulted in many other academic problems because of the poor qualifi-
cations of the teachers. It has proven difficult to provide highly 
qualified teachers for reasons of low wages and the special problems 
involved in teaching migrant children. Many teachers have felt frus-
trated in trying to meet the migrant childrens' needs. Few teachers 
were willing to work under such circumstances. 
Teachers in the migrant program have not been instructed in nu-
trition. Their expertise was generally in other areas. Teachers in-
terested in integrating a nutrition education unit into the school cur-
riculum may have been discouraged by lack of available nutrition edu-
cation materials. Teachers' background in nutrition has been mini-
mal. In order to integrate a nutrition education program successfully 
into the school curriculum well-designed materials are essential. In 
the migrant education program, classroom time is limited. Many other 
activities take priority over actual classroom time. It would be dif-
ficult for teachers to plan time each day to teach another subject. 
The integration of nutrition concepts into existing coursework would 
be a preferable teaching method. The Title 1 program has expressed 
the desire to have materials and information available to them for 
teaching nutrition education in the migrant education program. 
Analysis of migrant health 
As shown in the results, migrant children, especially the male 
children, were below the national average for weight. Fifty-six per-
cent of the population were below the 50th percentile for weight. Ten 
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percent of the population were in the 5th percentile or below for 
weight. It was shown from the national average that eighty percent 
of the migrant population were below the 50th percentile for height. 
Forty-six percent were female. Thirty-one percent of the population 
were at the 5th percentile or below for height. When migrant children 
were compared to the average hematocrit level of children living in 
the Logan area, eighty-four percent of the female population were be-
' 
low the average of 41.4. One hundred percent of the male population 
were belowthe average of 43.5. 
The migrant population's poor nutritional status is manifest from 
the height, weight, and hematocrit parameters of the migrant children. 
The migrant children's diets were generally lacking in fruits and veg-
etables. These foods were normally not served at home and tended to 
be disliked by students. High protein foods were also not consumed at 
home. The students reported consuming foods low in nutrient value 
such as, candy, cookies and potato chips. Foods consumed at home were 
usually high in carbohydrates and fats. Data showed that only three 
percent of the students were over the 50th percentile for weight. If 
weight would have been compared to height and not age, many students 
would have fallen into a higher weight range. Obesity was a problem 
with migrant children. Large weight swings were apparent in the mi-
grant population. Children tended to be underweight or obese. Obese 
students consumed larger quantities of foods high in carbohydrates 
and fats. 
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CONCLUSION, SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The nutrient density based nutrition education program is a 
multi-disciplinary program that can be taught in association with other 
disciplines. The National School Lunch Act was passed in 1977. The 
nutrition education bill advocated a multi-disciplinary program. The 
nutrition education bill requires that students receive instruction in 
the nutritional value of foods. The bill also advocates the school 
lunch programs as a learning laboratory for children. However, the 
nutrition education bill does not extend fully to the migrant educa-
tion program. It is not required that migrant children receive any form 
of nutritional instruction in the school system. Most migrant schools 
are concerned with providing the most basic academic requirements. As 
was confirmed through the author's and teachers' observations, the 
migrant school lunch program was indeed a laboratory for children to 
experiment with new and different foods. This aspect has not received 
sufficient attention in the curriculum considering the essential part 
it plays in providing migrant children with a nutritional diet. 
It is more pertinent that migrant children receive adequate in-
struction in nutrition than any other population in the United States. 
Yet there has been no bill passed to ensure nutritional instruction 
in the migrant school system. The migrant population, with its over-
whelming health problems, has been a neglected group. Little research 
has been conducted on nutritional education with migrant children. 
Perhaps the transient nature of the population has discouraged re-
searchers in the past. Working with a migrant population brings unique 
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problems and difficulties. These problems and difficulties may also 
have discouraged researchers. From the research conducted by the 
author, the integration of nutrition education directly into the mi-
grant school system is an effective method to teach nutrition. Short 
classroom periods would make it difficult to add another subject. It 
was shown that students could understand the nutrition density concept. 
With the time limit involved in teaching the nutrition unit, provid-
ing the students with detailed instruction of nutrition concepts was 
not possible. The author felt that some students did not completely 
grasp all of the concepts. The author did feel that the more basic 
ideas were understood by all the students. In the class instruction, 
students were difficult to control and there was a large age group dif-
ference, making it difficult to meet everyone's needs. In the future, 
to control the behavioral problem in class, students should be di-
vided into smaller, more controllable groups. The lecture time should 
be kept at 30 minutes or less. In smaller groups, more time could be 
spent presenting lesson materials and not disciplining students. 
Demonstrations produced a positive response among students and 
teachers. The incorporation of more demonstrations and activities in 
the lesson plan would be desired. The author was discouraged after 
food demonstrations and activities as students generally became over-
enthusiastic. 
Subject matter and materials were appropriate for the migrant pop-
ulation. Profile cards were useful and well-liked by students. They 
were helpful in showing students the nutrient values of different 
foods. Through activities with the food profile cards, students came 
to know and desire those cards with foods havinga high nutrient value. 
Nutrient posters were also helpful in the learning of vitamins and 
minerals. 
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To better reinforce nutrition concepts, more activities with 
foods would be effective. Though permission was not granted in this 
study, coordination of the school lunch program with the nutrition 
unjt would be a great aid in teaching the children nutrition concepts. 
Involving parents with class demonstrations would be a good way to in-
clude parents in the nutrition education program. Sending informa-
tion home with students was not effective, as it seldom reached home. 
Since parents have so much control over what children eat, parent in-
volvement would be important. 
A pilot program would have been beneficial to the author, but 
under the circumstances not possible. The migrant program was only 
in session for a few summer months and only in the first few weeks of 
school was there any hope of working with a somewhat stable population. 
Behavior changes, although small, were observed by the author and 
teachers. It was the first time for many migrant children to be ex-
posed to nutrition information. Tests indicated only a slight change 
in knowledge and attitudes. Perhaps with revision of testing instru-
ments to provide more accurate testing results would improve. Some 
students tended to lose interest in the nutrition unit toward the end. 
This could be explained by repetition of some lessons due to the change 
in population and being too close to the dismissal of school. Toward 
the end, students became more restless and uncontrollable. The author 
also found interest declining. Due to the change in the population, 
lessons would be better introduced during the first week of school and 
extended no longer than a three-week period. After that period, the 
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population becomes too transient and the dismissal of school too ap-
plealing. 
In the author•s opinion, the nutrient density concept can be suc-
cessfully taught in the migrant education system. As mentioned above, 
changes can be made to improve the nutrition unit, but the basis for 
the program is sound. 
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Tastin~ a Va r iety of Foods 
7hc stud ~ nts vill be able to identify a vari e ry of food s fr-e::1 the Profile 
C~rds a nd recognize these foods vhen t hey are actually presented to the children. 
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"Tcd.Jy · ..;e are £;o i:~~ to taste s~::~e of tr.e vegar:ab l es cooked and ra '..l to cc=p.J:e 
t~e t ~x ture, flavor a:--. d color . " T~ose ve~etaoles t h.J. t are co be cooked she , ,~ 
~~ ?~ccu r: and sr:.Jrted cooki~~ befo~e proc~edin~ ~ith :he lesson . 
S~l,~cc t!10se foods ~OS C U,fa~il~ar :o the childre~ . 7~esc f~ods C~n be dis -
~~iSCd ~n ~ore detail ~~d !Jt e ~ sa~ olea. 7i:ese ioocis should be ~aced f~ r 
rn i.1r 9 :l~vor , texture , s~ell , ~tc. Foods snould ~ e discussed as :o ~here 
:~ ":..'" c~::.e ~~~":l .J!1d :1ow CC"!ey .1re L:St.:.Jll:t e.J te~. '.'.Jrlous \.;ays oi c coki~; ~r.ouid 
., t.: ,; : 'll::.JSSE'd . 
l) Tr> ~rrp~re fruits Jnd ~ege ca bles ~or c~~ki~~ ~e t.:Su.Ji!y C:.Jt t~~~ i~co 
~!·'C • ·s. :."':;.Jt ..1re SOi.ie Oi t~t! ~·.1ys r,.·e C.Jrt .::•Jt :· :-...::!: .:; _: :-;o ·:e-.·ec.J:,!es i:1 0r...:2r 
:a ..:oo:.. U1t·m? <.S lic e d, t.:~0ppcd . :.J:::.:e p::.c..•t.:t.•s, ·-·hole, .. :~<::! '.! • •• ) 
~) ·:-:o.J t .:I re some o: the • ... ·.J~ts ...,e c.::In cook fru1ts 1~rl -_,~t!et.J:,tes? (Jo~l , 
. r •. , : , ~ :- -.·, ~..J ;..e) 
~) ·~ ,,. .... CJ :1 • .. :l~ ca t fr"J i.cs •. Eld vc~etJ~ l~s? !!'1· .. ; •.:.J~ · ... ·e :::::-·-:.~ :l rtl t hP ::l o r .:.~. -h a t 
t,.,r ., cJ.~ chcy be eaten? \.\lone, i.:1 st~·...~s , ~:1 . 1 ~~t) , S.J.~.l\,..:s, Jri:1:.:.s, j..1::1s, 
.. dUCr'S , t~Ct , ) 
· ·" •: · !1 : Juds ~l.rc throudt 1'...!i:1.; .Ji.:;c~!.::;s,.J .·:,i:-.2:-~~ :-:n u:1Ld ).,:- .1ll c)' .. ·ed ~o :i .J~pi~ 
•· · •· -.urL· ·1S! 1:: 'l!'fljLt rl"l: : :· .... ...;-; :. .. 1L 1re ·,~:-.1: . ;:.. :.""~ ~..> :~.·-··~ • • ?lllhJ.s -,nnuiJ 
.::-·.: - ·:·.::... :v ~il l~,.;•..; ··nllU~·n ,.J::::J:(·s :.>r .--:..1c:1 \. .: ~~..! . 
LESSON TI<O 
Lessoct Summarv 
The student will learn how different foods are made throu~h discus s ion of the 
food source and irs products. They will make peanut bu tt ~r actd applesauce . 
I~ addicio~ . they ~ill idectrify and color different food sources and produces 
on ~ood Picture Sheets . 
i:1t~ gr.:1t ion: Science 
TP3Cher ~!aterials 
Blt.:!nd~r 








Small paper bowls 
For"s 














~any of the fo ods char ~e ~at are no t consu~ed in their ra~ or ori~inal stare. 
~:3ny foods unde r go food processi"ll char chan~;e s r~e o r ::;inal fo= of the 
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ivod. ·:t! eat ?r,:,cesscd foods ~ very day . ~ha t is a food •..:e ~at ~aae fr-o::t apples 
tha t ~as chan~ed the apples fro:;, their original for~? Applesauce . ~ow abou t 
:c~ c~e.:1~ ? Is the re a~other ~or~ in which ~e ea t ice crea~? A ~ilk sha~e . 
Ho~ is a nilk shake oarie? ~ith ~ce cream a~d ~ilk . 
~ooJs ca~ be prepared in seve r3 l ~ays. I~ prepari~~ c~ese foods we so~e rimes 
cha~~~ the form as we can see rro::J t he foods discussed above. Today we are 
~oin~ to discuss and obse rve how some foods have been changed from their 
ori~i~al scare through food processing and preparation. 
:!old "P the follo·.~i~:.; r·ood ?rorile Card5 i:1dividu.Jlly .1~d .Jsk th<' children 
: roct '.ln.Jt ~ac~ is ::13de . Cove r the name prl~t~d ~~:<( to each picture . 
J Bl - oran~e juice (the~ show ·•80 -oran ~e) 
• 57 - french fries (che n 5how ·~a - po tato) 
ii 34 - peanut ~utter (che n shmo~ ·•35 - peanuts) 
14 - chocolate nil:.:sha~e (~he n show •2 - chocola re 1ce cream) 
•66 - tomato juic~ (chen show •55-roct.Jto) 
d[Q l -pop corn (chen shew -•55 - corn) 
d [2~ -potato chips (the~ show c'8-b .Jked pot~ro) 
J[ - cheddar cheese (t~en show u8 -~ilk) 
~rapes (then show 3 - raisins) 
~ .. J.1y •.:e urc ~oin~ to :;ukc ..:pples.1uce . . \p;J~t!:i shoulJ be pre - cu e .1nd rC'.Jdy 
1 :J r clJo~ in ~. C ~1i ldrc:1 shot..; ·tJ ..: .Jt~e r aruunu • ... ·nen til!:! ..1ppl l' S .1re JUst .JOnu( 
: : ~ i::,ncd cookin~ . Th e ::it!Cll. t :."'xt · :r~, :L.1vor ..1:1d ~ulor st10ulJ ~e dtscussell 
~ ·- J c o:~p3rcn to r1w ~ppl~s . . \oo i ~s c.J:t ~~en :> ~ bl ~ nd~d i~ the blende r. E-
·: Jl l.':i snoul:J 0e ::i..Jde in .u.1v .1n~c ~ v r L:e chilJrc n to s.Jmple i:1 ...:1.1ss .. 
·-. ~ :h e c i~iiJrc:1 .1rc ~.ltncr~a ..1 r 0 ~1nd you c1 :1 1lsv ll~'Jlons tr .l t e how co "J.Jkc 
.. ·.g;-:!1: . ..nlttl' ':'" . ?0~ 1r .1 -;:-: 1t~ :~.; rc::.. .': l .1 1 ::. t.: !'~Jnucs i:ltO t~c=o :dc'1 t.l<'r. Jlc :1d. 
·'" !r ! ~hlC . . ·.: :-- ·>r.iJJ..l :: u rt .. .J :i - · :. e . ..1:1 ...::: • . -:: .... - :;c J : L :L ;e r. 3l c :ld , •: .;:ltl~:..h~ 
.:; r. nl"i :::..1nnL!r '.! nCll ..Ji.l t ~ : :.• p~ t~U~S .Jrt:' t>l..::1,leU . . \ll(l .J O..J.::in JC -; ,dt :...:1iess 
-, .J~t l..' 'J ;: ~ .Jnut.; .1rc 1J'j ~ u. ~t. · r·J•_: :· :- _·.;:;h tJC .. H1ut :•.1tter u n ..1 :i.Jlti:1e t:!" .1c..:ke:r 
1 · · .. h.::1 c...:n iiJ .Jt;..l~'o{ · ... :.~!'1 ..!;Jpl e ..,tu..: --' . 
LESSO>I THREE 
To =~~ili~rize :he scude~c ~ich the Food Groups and show the~ how it can help 
the~ ~at for ;ood health. 
T!~~: -5 :1i:1utes 
~ood ?:ofil~ Cards 
Jasic ~ Vdily Food Guide (o~e for each student) 
J 3e~n Jags 
~ispi~y o r foods fro~ Basic Four ?ood Groups i~cludes , e~p t y food cont~i~ers, 
p.1c:.o:a~~s , c.Jn:1ed foods , i:-csn produce, etc . 
~ave the child:en sit 3ro~~a a t3ble or have the chtld r en ~it i:1 a ci:cl~ on 
the f!oor ~ith the rooa Pcof:!2 Cards spread out :~ the ~:cal2. Then nave each 
c~ild co=e to the c~~ter Jna select a food they thi~k they ~ou!d li~e to ~at . 
c:,oose o:-~ so=e oi the ch1ldre!1 :u express r •• ;hy they chose the ivoa. Sucn 
~~sponscs ~ight ~e : 
": .~e h.:1v.::- c:, is .Jt ho=:;e , " J :- ~~::!.! do:1' t ~.J.ve this at !"!oL!e . " 
"I've c.:lC:en it ::,c fore .1:1d t.:.~e it." 
"1 3':':1. c u:.-ious to ;.;;:--_o•..; ~ . -h.J: ~~ t.Jst~s l.!.ke ." 
10
lt lou~s ...;cod." 
:\f tcr the child~e:1 have ;iv~n their :-e.Jsons you ~i~ht ;>oi:1t out that the '~·ay 
~ood lou~s ~nf!~ences ~het:1er 0r not ~e wane to e3t it or ~ot. Also if ~e 
Jre :-.::. ~1 1!.1:- ·:1::1 .:1 CJ:?rt.:ll:l f.:>od .J:lO ;..,:lOY · .. -il.:lt ~t t.Jstes L.:,e, - c" ··-
::o choose it. Su~eti:-:es if food leaks good, ·-·e nignt t..rant to t.Jste it eve n 
if ~e have ~ever e.Jte~ it hefo:-e. 
~;o~ tell the ch!.tct:-en t:~at :cd.::.y ~e arc ~oin~ co pretend to ~o 0:1 an all day 
fieid t:-1~ . ~i~~2 ~ost vf t~e c~~e ~~ d0~'t ~3ve 0:1e opportuni:y to choose 
.1tl t:l~ f.:>vds · .. :~ C 3t ::1 .1 J.1v ·-t? .1 re ~0:..:1;: to plan che =e.1i.s . ~e c!.~ss ca:1 
be J:vi,led i:1to c~:-e~ ~roups. :~~:1 ;:-cup ~i!l pl.J~ the =~:1u io:.- ~~e of :~e 
~eJis 0:1 t~e t:-ip. Hav~ e.Jc~ ~:-o~p c~0ose 3 spokesman :o ~r:te do~:1 t~e 
fooos ana share ~ith t~e ~!~ss :~e :~cds :~ey ~ave chosen ~:1a ~ny t hey ?ic~ed 
these oarticul3 r foods . Childr~n ~av wi sn t.:> use ?:-orile Ca ~ ds co help ~a~e 
.J iooo sc l ~ct~on. 
::a~ chat ycu have chos~n :he ~0oas for ~~e tri~ , J0 you thin~ it ~3(ters ~hat 
:oods you have chosen? ·.,~td( Jre :;orne vi (~:.! rt?3S0:1S ior •.:.J t i!;~ a:1:.,...ray! 
:..t.:t [~~~ ch£ldre:1 ;;t.Jt~ c:--::;oi:- ~dc1s !.-: l::ei:- v· . -n ,,.,:ords . :-:~esc :1re :;or::e ide3s 
t:t. lt ::-:t~~c: :,c :::-.;>orc.J~t t0 .: ~scuss: 
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1) ~e eat to satis fy our hunger. 
2) We eat for pleasure. Food is so~ethi~~ people enjo y to~eth~r. ~e 
se rve refreshments at parties, fa~ilies enjoy 1:1eals ana treats togeth<'r, its 
~ore fun at school lunch to sit bv a friend. 
3) We eat because we need food to help us g row. 
4) We eat to keep healthy-- to look and feel good. 
Then• are so ~any different foods in the world, no one of us has ever tasted 
~ore than a small number of them. But there are some k inds of foods we all 
need. To ~ake it easier to choose what we ou~ht to ea t each day the ioods 
have been grouped together in four basic food groups, plus o~e. ~e have 
charts to show you what they are. Give each child a copy of the Daily Food 
Guide. Tell them they can put their names on these and take them horne. 
Lookine at the picture side first name the foods that are in each group. 
~lso discuss the foods that are in the other group. These foods ~ive us en~r;y 
but are not necessary to eat every day . If we eat too ~any foods rrom this 
g roup we get fat. 
Now have the children look at each cf the meals they have chose~ ~nd see i~ 
there is somethin~ from each food group. You ~ay want to write the meals 
on the chalkboard so the whole class can see. 
Turn t~e chart over and see how many servings from each group we should have 
during the day. Count to see if the full day's ~eals you have selected give 
you the right number of servings , and if not, add what is needed. Its all 
ri ght to have more servings than the nuober su~gested , but not less in any 
o~e ~ay's ceals. We must be careful not to eat too many ser''ings or we can 
ge t fat. 
Have the g roup repeat the numbers 4, 4, 3, 2, a few times to emphasize the 
number of servings. Res tate that the other g rouo of foods , or the fifth ,roup , 
a re foods t hat are high in energy but gi ve us few nutrients. ~e can include 
these in our diets but should not use these foods to replace the four rooa 
groups ~e have talked about. 
To fa~iliarize tne children with the foods that belong in the fcur food g roups, 
plus o~e. a table can be set up before class on which examples of ioods from 
the ~our ~ood ~roups , plus one, can be displayed. These can include empty 
food co~tainers, rresh produce packaged and canned foods, et c. Have the 
children gather a round the table as you talk about the differe~t foods that 
be long in each grou p. 
Activitv - Bean Bag Toss 
Jivide the class into three g r oups . Have the players stand in a circle. 
~;arne one player "Ic" and give hi:n a bean bag. 
As the player cosses che bean bag to a~other plaver, he na1:1es a food ~ roup . 
The player catching the bean bag names a food i~ tt1at g roup ~~d t osses the 
ba"! b..Jck to "It" \.,:no then t hro~,.;s to ano ther player- .Jnd na!:les 3nother £rOt!p . 
if ~~y player ~ails to name 3 food ~1chin 15 seconds or if h~ ~d~e s a rood 
:: t.Jt ~~ as alre.Jdy bee:-~ !;lentioned, or if he na!!les a iood not in the food ~roup , 
:.e oeco~e s "r:" .Jnd r.:tusc do the tossing . 
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LESSO~ FOt:R 
Lear~i~g ~utrient Functions of Vit~oin C a~d Vita~in A 
L12sso;l Su:::::narv 
The st~dents will learn how the body uses the nut=ients Vita~in C a~d Vita~in 
A. I~ey will also use posters which explain the f~nctions of each of :he 
~ut=ients. They will also lear~ a song about ~utri~nts and play 3 ga~e about 
:-;.ut:.-ients . 
Ti~~= ~5 ~inutes. 
7e3cher ~!3terials 
::'our ll x l7" :lu~ri.e~c Fur:.::ti..on Posters ( io-r Vit.l:::Jin C .:1:1d \"it.:lUiin A) 
One set Food Profile Cards , i~cludi~g lu 3, 6~ , 3:), (S O, 97, 73, ~3) 
r~c~oductio~ 
We have worked with t~e Food ?roril~ Cards . You h3ve ~oticed th~:.-e are many 
lo~g lines of different calo:s. :~esc l~~z ~~~~s rep~ese~t ~~ ~!~r c~c nutrients. 
If chere is a long li~~ this =ea~s t~at the rood has a lee of that ?articul~r 
nutrie~t . :" ... nat .:1re nucrie:1ts? ~~ucrie:1ts .:u:e Yhac ~,.; e ~et :':'"o::l foods. Our 
~odies ~ eed ~utrients to =3~e us st=c:1g and hc3lt~y . Xatr£~:1ts ~e lo ou= 
~odies ~~ep running just li ~e ~e neea to 3ive a car gas to ~~ep ru~ntng. 
There are ~any nut=ients our ~odics ~~~d. Todav ~e are ;oi~g to discuss two 
vitamins that are i~p0rta~t nutrients, rita~in A and Vita~i~ C. 
Vicanin .-\ 
~old up the \'it~::lin .\ :1utr-i.e!l t poster. ' •. :nat color do you see at the top? 
(G,-een.) \.-nat ~ucrients doe s green ::oe a~? (Vi ta:Ji~ .\ . ) This poster tells 
us no~ Vita~i~ A helps our jooi~s. 
A. '.'i t..J::lin .\: 
si~nt, 3) 
1) helps us have ~ealt~y skin, ~) ~elps ~s l1av~ ~ood eye -
:!elps :~e l:.~i:t.;s o~ Ul!: ':>0uy (::ouch, s ~o=ac:l, etc ~ ) heal ~: ty 
a:ttl :esistant :o iniectio~ . 
3 . I f. : ..;e di.d:1't ,~ et enou-sh ':it.:z:nn .~. :) · .. -~ :1i~ht ~o: =-~ 3ble :v see \o.'ell, 
2) our s~in ~i~ht ;c t ~o~~~ 3~d d :y, J) ~~ ~i~~c ~e less res1stant to 
i:1ieccion. ~ave t~e chtia:en ~a=e 2 J C 3 fo~as t~at have ~ita~in A and 
sho~ correspo~di~~ Profile Ca :as. 
C. ?ooos •.Jhich .;:i•Je us .:1 lot of Vi:.'1:1i~ .\ : l) ; :t.!en ..l:ld yello·"" vegctaOles 
(6 J, ~~ . :) live r '3~) . ~s ~e l0~~ Jt :~cs~ t~0ds ~e c~n s~e that they 
Jll have J Lon~ ; :c~n :i~2 ·;hie~ :ell~ us C~3t :~ere ~s 3 lot oi the 
~utrients Vit3~L~ A in - ~e food . 7~1~ L0n·er :~e ii~~ , :he ~ore oi the 
:1u tri e ~t there i5 . 
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~~peat procedure for the Vitamin C ~utrient Function Poster . 
.\ . \'it:1min C: 1) 
;ood health, 3) 
seis strong. 
helps cuts and sores heal, 2) necessary for general 
holds body cells together and keeps walls of blood ves-
3. !f ~e didn't gee enough Vita~in C: l) cuts and sores mi~ht not heal quick-
ly, 2) ~e might get sick more often, J) cells of our bodies wouldn't 
Je stron~ and resistant to infection. 
C. ?oods which give us a lot of Vitamin C: l) citus fru~ts (180), 2) 
st r ;:n;oerries (::87) , 3) cant:iloupe U7J), 4) potatoes ( '~8). .\ll of 
thes~ foods have a long orange line . This line tells us t~ere is a lot 
~t ~i=~~in C i~ these foods. 
Activity 
Song (~!us i.e) 
Learn the Junzle: 
"Jingle Jangle" (Tune: Solooon Levi) 
Riboflavin , thiamin and also niacin, 
A and C and also ~ are needed vitamins 
Proteins, carbohydrates, fats, will help us get along 
~inerals, iron and calcium will keep us well and stron~. chh , 
Chorus 
You think you 1 re eati~g peanuts. c~ili, corn, a~d cheese 
You 1 re r~ally eatin~ nut=ie~ts ~ith fu~ny naoes li~e these . 
~ave each child choose a Food Profile Card that is a good source of Vitamin 
C .!:ui Vit<J:!li:t A. Renind the!!l that a long line ceans its a good source oi 
th3t nutrien t. For each of the two nutri~nts, place a ~utrient Function 
?oster on the ch3lkboard. Have each child ~o to ~he f~ont of t~e class and 
sho~ the Food Profile Card chosen, poi~ti~~ ou t the nutrient it ~as chosen 
~0[ Jnd ~lJce it beside the 3pprcpriate ~ut:~ent ru~ction ?oster. 
LESSO:; FIVE 
Learning the Sutrient Functions of Calciuo and I=on 
The students \Jill lear;, how the !:>ody uses nutrients Calciun ;nd Iron. 7hey 
will also use pos ters which ~xplain rhe functions of each of the nutrients. 
T::ey "ill review the song .1~out :<utrie:<ts :~nd pl.1y a nutrient gace . 
Four ll x 17" :>utricnt Function Posters (:'or C;;lcium and Iro!"l) 
One set Food Profile Cards, i:<cludin<; (S, l, 12), (76 , 85 , 106, JZ, 38) 
I:itrvd:Jction 
I:< our l:~st lesson we discuss~d nutrients Vit:~~in A and Vit:~~in C. Joes 
anyone remember what these nu trients do for our bod ies? 3ricily revi ew the 
:u:-tctions of the nutrients. 7"ne Sutr!Qnt Fu:1ct1o~ Fosters n.:ty oe ht!l;.-nul fo:-
the students to see to recem~er the functions of the !1Utricnts. Today we are 
going to talk abou t t~o core ~ut :-! ents t~ a t are i~port3nt :or our bodies , 
C~lciu~ and Iron. If we loo~ at t~~ vellc\.1 ~inc it ceans the nutrient Calci~~ . 
If ;.:e look at the red line ic ::Q ans :he nutr!.~nt Iron . :.:hat does it :::e.Jn !. t 
t~ere is a len~ line of that ~ut=le~t? 7h3t tne rood cont3i~s a lot or that 
?3rticular nutrient . 
C.llciu:;, 
'"old up the C:~lciu::~ ~utrient ru::crioe~ ?oster. ~.na t colo= do ·,.;e sec at the 
top? (Yellow . ) ·.;nat nu:=ice~t does )'i!ll"'"' r.:ca:1? (Calciu::: . ) This poster 
tells us h0\.1 calciu~ helps our ~ody. 
~ . ~ant you to look at t~is pos t er fo r a ~i:-tute 3~d see if you C3~ tell 
=e how calciu::> helps our body . 
C Jlc~u~ : : ) ~uilds st:o~~ :eech~ ~) builds stron2 oo~es . 3) r1elps 
ou r ~uscles relax 3nd co~tr3ct, so ~e CJ~ =ave ou r bodies . 
B. ~---n.:tt do yo~ suppose '...:auld ho npe;~ if !p,.·e didn't :;e t eno~2:, c.Jlci u=? (Ou:-
~eeth a~d ~ones ~0uld ~ot oe h~alt~y. :;e ~o~id no~ ~ave 0ur ooa1es co~­
r~ctly. ) ~Jve c~~ c~~:~=2~ ~~=~ c~o o r t~rce iooas t~lat h3ve C 3l=~~~ 
ana sho~ t he correspo~oi~s Food ?:o£ile CJrd poi~ti~s out ~~c cJlciu~ li~c . 
1) :::ilk "8 , 2) cheese "1 , 3) ~ce c=ea:n i'l2 
I:on 
~cpcat proc edure ior Iron ~;ut:~~~t f~~ctio~ ?es t er . 
. -\ . I::-on: 1) helps build ":l..!alth·; r C' d :J:~o.::i cells , 2) :1cips ~.:i~ry oxygen 
:c t~e c e lls of the body 
B. If ~e didn't get enou2~ I:on: 
have a good appeti:e 
~) · .. :c ,..,ould l2el tired , 2) · .. :e ni~ht not 
C. Foods '-'hich ~ive us a lot of Iron: l) 
3) breads ("106) , .:.) liver CJ2) , 5) 
apricots ("76) , 2) rO!!Sl:lS (·'85) , 
=efried beans ( ~33) 
Have children review th e J~n2le oi the ~ut=ients lear~ed i:1 the lase l~ssoe~: 
"Jin11le Jangle" (TC~~~= Su io:coe~ L.:•::) . 
~~~ ve eacn chilo cnoose ~ ~0~J ?:~::: C3 ~~ :~3[ ~s a ~ooa ~au~2~ 0 ~ C~i~ 1~~ 
o r lro~ . Xem ind them that ~ lo~~ li~~ ~~3nS its a ~coo source oi tna~ ~utrie~t. 
~o r 03 Ch of the two n trtents , ~:~~c 3 ~;utrlent ~ unction Pos~e r o ~ t~e c~~ 1 ~­
~ua rd . ti~vc ~3C n cnild 20 t0 t~e :~o~t Oi ~l1c ClJ~s ~;10 5ilo~ tn~ ~0~~ ~):Qt:ie 
~- : ~ ~~ase ~, pointi~~ o~: : ~c ~u~r~~~t ~t ~~s chose~ for 2~d pldcc :t ~~si~~ 




Groupin~ nutritionally related foods are importan t to unde rstanding the concept 
of a balanced diet . the chi l dren will be able to see that each group supplies 
i~portant nu rrients to the diet. The children will lea rn about the first 
t~o groups , rhe ~ilk and ~eat Group. 
!t=.e: 45 Qinutes . 
Profi l e Cards 
EJnJout on mea t and ~ilk group 
r~t:cduction 
In our previous lessons we have tal~ed a~out :he fou r :ood groups, plus one, 
;>nd the foods that be lon g in each ~roup . :;e have ;:!lso t al~ed about some oi 
the nutrients and the i"-po r tant fu nctions they nave in the body. Today with 
the he lp oi the Profile Ca rds we are ~oine to see that there are different 
nutrients that are i~po rtant to our bodies :hat ~e lon g to each food group . 
Th3t is ~hy its i~port3nt to eat ~oods i=o~ each food ~ro~p every day . ~e 
have used the Profile Cards to help us identi:y the foods i n ea ch group, and 
so~e of the nutrients . Today we are ;oing to use the P~~iile Cards to help 
us :,~~t ~~ r- •tndersta::-td the i!:lport.:I:lC~ oi 1ut r-i e~ts :..~ eac:h iood ~roup. Spread 
the rood ?::-oiile (3rds out on c~e flo0 r .:It the f~o~t of the roo~ . Have each 
child select a Food Profile Card of a well-li~ed food . 
Look at the side of your card that has the picture on it. If you look at the 
whit~ box you Yil.l see inside this ~ox t.:h .:t t ::~t:-ie!:1t5 <1re in :he foods. The 
colored lines that go ac ross tell us how :uch of each nutrient there is in 
chat partic~lar food . The longer the li~e the ~or~ oi that ~utrient there 
is . :~e g r2 y li~e that goe s .Jc~oss is the ener;y li~e . The lonaer the line 
che ::iOre c.Jlo:-ies the iooci has . C.:s.lories .:..s a r::easu-;:-i:15 ter::J . ·:e can ::-:easure 
the .J~ount of heat a~d ener?v that c~n be ~r=ciuced i~ :~e ~ojv ~v the food 
· ... :~ C3C ::1 c.Jlur:es . :~e :1u::1~er a i c.Jlo r ies · .. ;e :-.e~a depe:-:.as 0:1 o~r si~e , how 
f.:s.st ~;e ~ ~ o~ a~a how active ~e .Jre ciuri:1~ t~e day . If ~e ~a c ~c~e calories 
:~a~ ~e ~e t f.Jt . Jus t ~ec.Juse a food has calor.:..es doesn't ~ea:1 it gives us 
tt:e :1utri~nts ,,.;e need. 3y ea t i:12 the ri2:,t :-:~ :-oer ui servings each day irc:::il 
t~e ~our ~0od eroups can we ~e t alL t~e ~u trl ents ~e need. ~3C h group has 
different :1utrie~ts that .:1re i~por t.J:lt to our boai~ s. If ~e ~ o bac~ to the 
Profit~ C~rds a:1d look at t he list 0i nucric:1ts t!1at .Jre i~porta:1 t to our bodv . 
If we th~~ l oo~ 3[ the colored line of J par ti c~la r nutrient and see that . 
it ex te nds past the ene r ;y line (~ ra y line) or thJt i t extends past the black 
line ~oin~ duYn , · . ..:e C3n sav that :: '1 e food is 3 ~ooa sou rc e ui tha t particui.:Jr 
~ut ~ i~~t . ~s I 2enti0ncd ~eior~ , :~2 lc~~er the ii~c the ~o r e oi that nutrient 
ch~ :ood has . 
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Today we are gain~ to compare some of the inoortant nutrients we have talked 
about •tith the first two food group. Maybe we can be tt er understand why the 
foods have been divided into the four food groups . Let's start with the Milk 
Group . !fuy is milk such an icportant food? It is the nose nea r ly cooplete 
food ~e have . Human babies a nd lots of youn~ anioals grow and thrive on 
milk alone fo r the firs t few weeks of life. As t hev ~ r ow olde r t~ev need 
oth~r solid foods because no t all nutrients are in ;,iik . ·.·no thin:<~ t:.ev :.ave 
chosen a food from the ~ilk Group! Call on several studen t s to share t:.eir 
ca r ds . Ask what lines are long on the Profile Cards . ~e can s~e that there 
is one li:1e long on all the cards from the >lilk Group . The yellow line ·.·hie:. 
is the nutrient calciuo . Calciuo is one i~oortan t nutrient ~e ~et f~~~ c:.e 
Milk Group that is not fou:1d in large enou~h anount s in o t he r ~ood sroups to 
meet our daily needs . ~oes anyo~e rememoer what fu:1ctio., calciu~ has in the 
body? Gives us strong bo:1es and teeth , helps our ~uscles rel ax and contract. 
Milk is also a good source of riboflavin and ?rOtein , two oth~r io?Ortant 
nutrients. 
~ow many servinqs from this ~roup do ~e need e~ ch d3y? Three. How nuch .~ 
a servin~? A g lass oi nil~~ a slice oi ~~eese , ~dish or co~e oi ice ere~~ . 
a scoop of cotta ge cheese , 3 bowl oi cream soup, ~dish oi pu~di ~~ ~ade ~it~ 
r::il'-. 
L~ts look at the :::eet g roup . : .. ~,at is i:~portant "bou t the foods f~o:n thls 
group ? Foods from this ~roup are usually cons1d~red bojy juildi~~ foods . 
~ey ~1elp us :o build =uscles a~d tissues 3~0 r c ~~ir a~d renlacc c~ lls. 
~oes anyone re:r.e!!loer the foods t:-t.1t .::1re :.:1cl:.:deo i:; ~he :-:~::1t ~ :"Ou?! ·. :ait 
fo r a response . Do all t~e ~oods in this group i~clude 0:1iy ~eat! ~:o , 
the re ::1re some ve~et3~le so:1rces that 3rc ~ot ~~ats Jt all . Ca~ you :1ace 
sor!le of the v~getaOle sou rc es? '3~.:I :1S, ~c.:Is , :1uts , ;Jeanut :,utter) ·,.,·e call 
these ioods "~eat substi.cu:es" '.;ecause t~ey .:1lso h::1ve sO::!.e oi the same :1utri -
ents tnat !1e lp us ~ r o~ 2~d c~:1 t.:I~e th~ ~lace of ~ea t ~~our diets. Eggs 
also .:1re i:1 this sroup ~ecause th~y 3re fro~ an ani~al source and h.:1ve the 
Sa~~ ~i:1d Of :1Utr:c!1t :i. ".;"no thi:-:ks th~y ~.:IVC a C:Jrd f'!:'OUI c:,e =eat _sroup? 
Call on s~veral students to share thei= c:1rds . :,-na t lines :I re long on the 
foods fro~ che ~eJt group? Foods f~~~ this group Jll have o~e li~e that 
is lv:1~, · . .;hie:; i:i the bro· ... -:1 prot2i:1 ~:.:.~. :-:1is 1s :h~ ~ut:"ie:1t : ~at helps 
us build ~uscle ~:1d repair cells . ?~o:~i:1 :3 2ss~:1t:u1 fer ~ r~•th and ha s 
\tO su:Jsti:ute. ;f.:!ny oi c:-:~ :..Jod s =~~~:"-.is : rcu!1 al.:; 0 ~-..J v e 3 lon-:: ~~a line 
~hich ~s t~e ~ron li~e. Jo~s a~yo~e re=~=~er ~~at :~c~ ~ces for ou ~ ~od ies? 
~!el?s ~~iid ~~3ithy ~cd jl~od cells 3~d C3 ~~ y oxv~~:1 ~a :he cel!s or the body . 
:~10 has J ?rofil~ Card :~ac ~35 a l0ng ~ect l~~e ir~~ t~e =ea t ;roup? Cal l 
o~ seve~3l scuJencs to sha re their c3r=s. 
Ho~ ~.:Inv :iervi~~s of t~i s ; ~oup do ~e ~~ed 3 day! .~o . ijoy ~~ch is a servi~g ? 
A i13~bur~cr, t~o Yeiners, ~ ~hic~e n ~ r~=sttc~, J ~u rri:o, t~o ~2~s, 3 ~up 
of cooked ~eJns or peas , d tJco, ur ~ ~up ;~.:1nuc ~utte r. 
::o·.J t~.:1t T,.;e have loo~ed at :he c·...:o ~ood .:rou~s c.1 :1 .1:-1·:one c~! t ""Je ".Jilv ·.:e. :ieed 
:o cat fou~s r~o~ t !1ese ~ r0uos ~ve ry li~v? 3~cause :~12~ e3c~ ~13ve ~iff~rent 
,ut rt cncs a:1d ~e ~eed eve ry C3Y ~o ~:.:Iv ~~ Jlthv. ~0vi2~ t~:c ~utrients. 
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LESS0:-1 SEVE:; 
The lesson is .:1 conti;,u.:~tic:l fran Lcsso"l 6 . T~P ch.:.!Jrcn ·...rill lc..,3L:1 ajo 11 t the 
~utri t ionally rel3ted foods in the ~ruit and ve~etable ~rouo a~d bread ana 
ce r eal group. The childre~ will also discu s s the plus o~e ?,roup and its 
role in th~ diet. 
Profile Cards 
E~riched a~d forti:ied food l3bels 
na~dout on the fruit and ve~et~ole and bread a~d cereal groups 
Gr~i~s: corn, rice, wheat, barley, ~ye 
I~troduction 
In our last lesson we talked about the first t~o food ~rou~s . T~e ~ilk ~rouo 
and the me3t group . ~;e talked about the i::lporra:H nucrie~ts 
groups , and why we need to eat foods from these groups every 
one re~cmber why? Briefly discuss why . 
i:1 C:.J~:1 of 
day . Joes .J.:1y-
Today we are goin~ to discuss the last t~o food ;roups, plus o~e. one t~ird 
food group is the fruit and ve~e t able group . Can ~~yo~e tell ::le whv this 
g r oup is important to our diet? This is a food g roup that ~ivcs us lots or 
~inerals a~d vica~ins. This grocp also aads a lot of vari:ty :c c~r ~ie:. 
There is a large variety of fruits and veget~blcs a~d m3ny we have ~ever 
tasted. Fruits and vegetables can add color, flavor , texture a~d vari~ty 
to a meal. Using the Dairy Council food ~odels arra~ge a ~eal en a table 
or flannel board that ·includes colorful exa~ples of fruits a~d vegetables . 
Let the children see rhe color and variety it adds to a ceal. If a meal 
looks colorful and attractive are we ::lo r e likely to want to eat thd ~ood? 
Yes. \ .. by? ~\'ait for responses . 
Fruits and vegetables are not ::lerely colorful decorations . Lney are i~portant 
sources of vitamins a~d winer3ls. Lets look 3t t~e ?roiile C3rds and see 
~,.;hat i::-:f)Ortanc nutrients are in this group. :,-no thi:t~s they have a Prof:.le 
Card fro~ this group? C~ll v~ ~everal students to share their P~ofile Ca~cis. 
\,'hich lines are long o~ the iooas :ro::~ this ~:-oup? If '.Je look at tr.e cn:-cis 
~e can see that there are tYo ~~?orta~t vita~i~s chat we ge~ ira~ this ~~oup. 
Vitaoin A ~hich is the green li~e a~a Vitami~ C ~hich is t il e ora~;e li~e . 
Does anyone remember the function of \' ita~in A in t~e body? It ~elps us have 
healthy skin. It helps us have good eye si~ht. ' .. nat is the func:io~ of 
Vitamin C? Helps cuts and sores heal . h~lps ri~ht i~fec:io~. helps us h3ve 
good gene r al health . Both li~e s are long in th1s food group . Vit3~ins arc als o 
imoortant in chat thev help in the di~cscion of ~ood . ?oods ~usc ~e dissolved 
and broken down into ~ liquid stare so the nutriQnts ca~ ~e c3rcied by the 
blooa to where they are needed . 7':-;is is di.;::estio:-t . r:-uits .:1:1d vc~etables 
~lso have a lot of jiber or rougha~e which is an u~diges:a~ld pare of the 
:cod and !1elps move the food aio~g t~~rough the di;estive : 7 3ck 3:10 ~ecp us 
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healthy. How many 
ouch is a serving? 
r-:1w veget;:,bles. 
servi~gs from this group do we need e3ch day? Four . How 
~ cup cooked veget;:,bles , or a piece of fruit or l cup 
The fou rth group is the bre;:,d 3nd cereal group. 1vn y 1s this g:-oup ioporta:-oc? 
This 6 roup supplies us with energy. These foods a:-e c3lled t~e scar£ of li:e 
foods be c;:,use they are foods ~e depend on' or l~3n 0:1 ;:, s ;:, =3i:-o ~art of our 
d iet. \vnat are some of the £ooas from this group! 1:-o =ost cou:-oc:-ies ":J :- eaa 
of sorr:e <. i nd i s the basic food "'e eat . 1-no th i:1k they h;:,ve a card from this 
grou p? Choose seve ral of the students to sha r e t hei r c;:,rds. :;e can see f:-c~ 
t he Profi le Cards that this ~ roup gives us rr:a :1y nu crie ~ts. 
~-.'h y do some of these foods have so :nany nutrie!'lts? Ou r food chart says ~;e 
should use enriched or ~o.·hole g ra in breads and cerea ls. :,nen \<e use whole 
g rai~ foods we ge t all the nutrients ~at~ :e puts i~to t!1ese toads . . ~ nen so~e 
oi the foods are milled some oi the ~ut rients 3re re~oved . If the oroduct 
is en riched on the label :ha t ceans t h3t the vica~ins a:1d :-outric!'ltS. th3t ~e:-e 
lest in ~illin~ are put b3ck in the foods . r: the ~cod is ~or:ifi eJ , 3nd 
~any cereals are . it ~eans 2o=e tha~ the ~~tural ~ut~ic~ts =~~ ioou has Jrc 
put back 1~. Show the chilci~e~ some package s wit~ e~ r:cncd ~~d r~:c:::ea 
Llbe ls. 
1.nat do all the foods th3t belon; to c:-.is g r oup h3ve i~ co=o:-: ! :'hey 3rc 3ll 
oaoe i :- om z r.:~ins .. '.-.-nat are so::1e different ~ r.Ji~s! h-ne.:l t, ..:or:-t , :-:.c~, ::-::Q , 
3!1d b3 rley: \,11e3 t is a grain th3t is ~ostly " i cely used ~n the u.$ . :..-nat 
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arc ti1e nose widely used gr3in i~ other count~ies? ~ice .:..~ ~si3 a~a cor~ i~ 
L.Jtin .\.::erica . ~;"ha t are SO::!e foods cade f ro::J co~:1? Co ~~ :1..1:-.:.es , t.:!~.Ji~s , 
tort~ll..1s, corn bre.:H.i , ecc. · ... nea t! ?.Jsta , :, re.Jd , ::: ac.:;r oni , .5?3Sn-2:tt:. , ~ooai~s . 
3a rl cy 3nd rye! Bread . Ba rle y 3nd rye i :1 soce parts or Europe . 
Ho·..1 7:t .J ny servings do ~..re :1eed each day! Four. : .. -nat i s .:1 servi:--:~? A sli;:e 
oi bread , a tortilla , ~ tamale, 
sr;:,ins for the children to see . 
cup pas ta. You cay b ri~ ~ :~ :~e dif~c : ~:1t 
The last group •...-.:- are :soing to talk 3bout lS the pius 0:1e - ~~u::> . ·.~,at does 
this ~ roup do io r us? Gives us e~ergy. Doe s t his ~roup S~?~iy ~s ~.:..:~ ~utri ­
C:1 t s? ~o . h-n3.t .:ire some of. :he ioods that :,elo:1::! :.:> t ~ ~s ~ :- :::.J:J: :;d:::-e ic-oc.:; . 
:-::e foods fro:":l this ;:: roun ~i·.;e 'JS .:1 lot of .:alvri.es . :: ·-·~ ·.!.3: :vo ~.:1:1y ::>o::s 
fro~ tl1is food group-we ~a~ ~o r e calories t~a:1 ~c ~eed J~d ~ec ~a: . ~: ~e ~a t 
~any ioods from this iood group we won 1 t ~e hu~gry ~:1d ~a~t :~ ea: :~c ioo~s 
iron the o t her fo ur fooci grouo s th3 t 3 ivc ~s the ~utr~e~cs ~e ~e~a e ver~ ddy . 
Its :~oort3nt to reQember ~ot to ~eplace the food s i~c~ t~~ o t ~e r :our foo d 
3rcups . with the foods froo the plus one ; : oup. if~<' do ~ <' wo:-:'t ;e c the 
nutr~ P nts we need every day . P3s S ou t the ha:-odou ts 0:1 t ~e t~o food ~ rouos 
~~d discuss the~. 
~ow th3t we h3ve loo ked a t the ~ B3sic Food Groups , ~e C3n see t~3t it is 
i~po rta n t to eJ t foods fro~ eve ry food :rcuo to -ec ~11 t he ~~t ~ ients ~e ~~ed 
e very day. ~~ can also s~e tha t 0~ ~n ~rouo ~~~es a CO:ltr!~uti ~ ~ oi different 
:1ut r 11..•:1ts to ou r die t .1no tu st.JV hc.Jlt:l..,. •.:l! ::::;st t.! ...Jt :cJus ==-~~ CJCh iuod 
~ r o:.Jp ~vl!ry Jay . How many se r v tn ~s ao ~~ ~~eo :r J~ ~ach ~ : cup ~3ily? ~, ~' 3, 2. 
LESSO~ EIGHT 
Understanding ~utritiona l Labeling 
L~sson. Sur.J:'Iarv 
r.-,e st·udcnts •.;ill work with the 7. STD on the Food Profile Cards and comoare 
r~is informa tion to that found on labels of various food containers. A. 
;uessin~ ~ame with two competing teams will test to see now well the students 
unders tand th e nutritional labeling inforoation. 
l se t of Food Profile Cards (ij22) 
7Jcd ~3~~~~ , ~~~~~i boxes . or other food containers with nutritional labeling 
info r~ation (one ?er stuaent) 
Integration: Social Studies, ~ath 
Introduction 
Gather the c l::tss ::~round you for a close view . Say, "Sy Loo~in5 at the Food 
Profile Cards we can find out if a food is or is not a good source of a nu-
trient. Re~emoe r in our last lesson ~e talked about so2e of the nutrient3 . 
~e said nutrients are what we get froo food s that ~ake us strong ::tnd healthy . 
~e t3lked 3bout Vitarni~ C, Vi t amin A , Calcium , a~ri Iron. J0es a~yone reme~­
~er ._.nat these nutrients do for our bodies ?" 
Revie'"' nutrients and functions with children. 
Today we are going to look at other :-~utrients too. •.,"hat can -..:e look at on 
t~e rood Profile Cards to fi:-~d out if a food is a good source of a nu trient? 
()e=onstr::tte with u 22 chili with beans . ) 
~~~ant to f~nd out how ouch protein. ~hich is a ~utrie~t, chili gives us. 
·. ~·c:: c-..~:-: (\~h):<~~ .l.)' ... L.;;-._s c>1e ;:.·~.:c!.:1 _::-.::: ~.;. :- ;-.~ ;:-.:)::.: !.n li:'le is c;,e bro~,.;n 
li~e. Or , ~e can look a t the colun, on our C3rd C3lleci ~~rce~~ oi sta~aard . 
~ ~.~~~ on the chalkboard ~ SiD ::ts it 3ppears on the card . ) :he : 5 ta nd ara 
~olu~:1 on t~e Food Profile Cacd tells us e xactly how !o~g each ~utrient line 
is ur ho\.1 ::uch oi each nu cr:. ~:lt a iood ~ives us. :::e la:~er t~e :"!U::lD~r t:1e 
:::o~e oi that :-tutrien t you ;e t. lh~ perce!\t of sta:-~dara oi ?rotei:1 fo r c~tl i. 
~s ~J •• ?oi~t co this figure on the :cod Profile C.:1 rd. Thi s wean s we ;et 
53:: of ou r daily need of p'otein in this one servin~ of chili. ..ns i;; a 
littl~ ~ore th::tn ha lf of what -..:e need. ~e can ge t 311 the ?rotei:-~ ~e need 
~y i:-~ciudin~ other food s in our diet that ::t r e a ~ooa ;;ource of protein. 
~xp lain ttlJt 100~ ~eans you have all the protei:t ~Jr th.:lt day . ~e :1~ed 100~ 
01 "::tch nutrte!"lt eve ry day i n orde r fo r ou r nodies to ~" st r ong anJ !tealthy . 
( :d,nin~ percents to doliJrS a:-~d cents :n::ty he lp th<' student;; . 53:': i;; like 
)J ..;L:l t5 ..1nd l GO.: is li~e 1:)0 ce:1cs vr l .,..,hole c.ivll.Jr . :;0 ..tL;o :1eed .:1 ct! rt.:lin 
~~OtJ nt 0f c3Lorics e very dJy to ~e ~1ealthy hut if ~~ ~at ~0re than ~e ~eed 
'.Jl! ~:~ t :: .J. t. 
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Using the ch ili card call on individual students co ans\.:e r these questions . 
Be sure they answer with percent . 
One se rv ing of chili gives you ·..:hac ~ oi your d3i ly C~eed of . ? .. t:-on . 
One se rvin g oi chili gives you :.h3C n of you r d3i ly nee d of '.'ita:!li:l .\? 
One serving of chili gives you •.J!">a c - of your 03i ly c:eed :>i Ca lci·.;:J? 
One servi:tg of chili gives you ·.;h<> t 
:::cc . 
p of your d3 ily :1t!ed of t;it3=tin C? 
Repeat the procedure wit~ 2 o r J di:fe r e~t fvoas i r e~ t~e ?rorile C~rd s. 
Cal l CCI individua l students 35 you wal k 3round :he class aC~d ask questioC~s 
.sue~ 3S: 
($tud2:1ts nat:!e) ~ .. nat :'; oi ::our d.:1!.ly :1eeC oi i:-0:1 does this food give you? 
'::1eck t~e C3rd to see t~;:!t ::::c quest :.~:1 :s .:or:-.?c~ lv :!:-~s· ... ·c r l.!a . I · .. :onJ2r 
t .. :hac .: oi your d.:1ily :1eed a: c.Jlciu:l cr.is fvod giv~s you ~~ r servi:ts? 
Continue this que sci a:1in~ ?roc~d~re until 3S ~3ny scudeC~CS 3S possible have 
~~~d ~ turn ~:1d respo~aed c~ :-:2~tly. 3e sure th3t t~e s:ude :1ts are looki~~ 
at the le:1cths 0f :he li:1e ~ :c~. iO t~ey ste 3 ~i s~3l re~:-~~~ntation of the 
: euc:-t ... · - . ., 
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:;vee: -:"eachers si1ou~d :10te ::~ . .Jt t~c :: S1D on t~e ?aoa P:-ofil:? Cards a:-e 
dc tt!!"Ci:Jed for t~e d3ily :1eeds of :1 child t>en:een the 3~es 7-lO . ~e pe r-
~c ~c a~es on c~e store -boug~: ::~~s Jre dcter~ined ~o ~he avera~e age oi the 
2 ~cire p0pulJc~ . T~ere~o re, :~e percentages nay di~ e ~ sli;htly. Fo r example , 
t~e chili Food ?=ofil2 CJr~ : S:J ~dy ne sli;htly di ~erenc ~ro~ the ?~r­
ce~ca~es on a label free 3 ~a~ oi chili. 
LESSON 9 
S~:ACK FOODS 
The student ~ill learn Nhat a nutritional snack is and the i~portance 
~f a nutritional snack . The students ~ill be able to chcose a 
r.ut~~tional snack. 
7~Jchi~e ~!ate~ials 
l set ?rofilc Cards 
Inte~racion: Science 
I:;!::-C"duct!.on 
Tociav ~e are going to talk about snack foods. Does anvcne know ~hat a 
snac~ is? (Wait for responses.) Have t he g rcuo co~e uo ~ith 
3 
d~f initicn . Be su=e t~c d ~f~~it~on o~ s~ack ~cod~ :s ~ot sv~o~·:~ous 
.. ·:;..: .: ~--.: _:·:·a. • . ; ::..na.:.:..-. i s ;:-. ~r~~.- u ::..:c ::~::e.; :.r-.::;::.:-:c .Jtr.c:- :~.J.n .Jt 
r::e.llti~e. An aople is cite!: eaten as a snack :cod. ;)ces an·:one ~new 
what a nutritional snack ~auld be? (~ait for a resoonse. ) 7ry to cc~e 
u? ~ith a deiinitio~ of a nutr!.tior..J.l sna ck as or.e t~at ~a s n let of 
~ut~!ents. Do you rese~ber ~hat nu t=i an cs are? :~ev a r~ ~hat ~e ge t 
ire~ foods that ~ake us strcn~ and heal t~y . Do all foods ~ave 
nutricr.c s? Do so~e feeds hav e ~ore nutrients than ocher fcoCs? ~o ull 
:ooCs h3ve the sane nu:~:ents? 
Let's look at the Profil~ Car~s a~d conpare the nut~ient value of so~e 
.): t~e :oods. Do you ~e~2=he~ ~e ~eed a 100= of all nutrie~ts to stay 
~eal:h~. Hav e each stu~ent cc~e U? a nd se lect a profile card t~en 
return to their seats. As~ ~ho thi~ks t~e y h~v e a food t~at ~auld be 
cc~si~cred a nutri~io~3l s~ack . Have those stcdents share t hei r ca rds 
~ith the cl~ss a~d ex?lJin ~hy . Ask t ~e s tudents to leo~ and see i~ 
:hev h~~e a card th3t doe s not prcv~~e a lot oi ~~t~!cnts . As~ if thev 
t~:~~ i: ~auld be a ~ut~i:io~21 . so~eti~es if 3 food ~ces ~at ~ive us a 
:0c 0~ ~ut r :encs ~;e ~cul~ ~a~e :c eat a lot of that food in orcer to ge e 
~~~ :;:..::::-:2nts · . :e need. ....... . Chocol..:~cc c!1ip cooK.ies . r: ·-·e ea t a lar;e 
~~cu~t ·;e ccuiJ =ct ~at . ~f you ~ant to e~: ~ :cod :or 3 s~ac~ t~at 
Jet'S :--:oc h.:n:e ..1 :oc or ~l!trl(~.nts , :;hut coulC ycu Co :o :-:.Jke it a 
:--:ut ~tc io ~al sn~c~? fCc~bin~ it ~ith n~o ther food t~at does have ~ore 
~l~=~:~ncs.) If ~e dec1ce ~o ~r!~k coke ior a srac~ naybe ve could 
cc~bi~e ~ t ~ith oeanu : ~ :o ~ct ~ nu trit~ cnal S~Ac~. Sho~ Proii!e Cards 
co help ;; cudcnts •:i s u.Jli:e t~~ co!lccpt. !f '..rc c:,oos e potato chi~s for a 
~n~c~ ~~y~e ~e ccuid ci r~~~ o r ance jt:tcc ~ith it to C3ke a nutrtt~o~al 
;n,Jcl< . 
'·1~ .! r C ::;:- :-:e ether : c~d .:~·~oi::.1~i.('~S r .. ;~ CO Uid c..:hocse? !: ::cu · .. ;ere tO 
·!;·h'".:c ;1 :;.u cr:: 10:1.J.l ::;:--,Jc~ ·--il."lt :~:."'.~5 Cf'lulJ ::nu c!'-.f'osc? (:.;h~c ~lJr 
:-e.c;;-H~:--~sc.) ~:ext ct;-:c ·:·:>u .lrl! ~' 11 :-;~r·: .tna ·.,·oulJ !.ike t o choose a snack do 
"•"!l :~i:--.~: it ' s i:-?or::.;:~c :J -~ ~ :"' 0 S c .1 rucrit~u~~.-Ii s n.:tck? 
•.'.' •·r ·:r!.1:' :o :'\.eeo us s::.:- ....... \! .1:-:<.1 ::-;!.dt:--v . ) 
(Yes, n utri~ncs 
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Today ~e are going tQ read a short s tory aboct ?aco. 
Do you think ?aco gets all the nutrients he needed from only eating 
~~ctillds and beans? Show Profile Cards 133 and Dces that ~ean 
?.teo's snac:.::. ·.,:as not a nutri.tio~al snack? W"ha t could ?a co do to ::.n~e 
his diet :cere nutrHional~ (Add r:1ore roods to his C:iet.) :.-nat are sane 
uf the foods ?aco could =aybe add co his diet s o he could set a lCO: or 
~li :~c nut~ier.ts? 
Arc t~~tillas 3nd be3ns a g ood source of vitani~ C? A good sou =c~ of 
~i=~~in .;? ?~otein? Calc1u~? Ir2~~ ·~3: ~J•)d ccutd ~e a~d t~ ~~ke 
~i3 ~iet ir.cluae a good sourc~ of vitan1n C? ~o~ aOout oran~e ~uice? 
She ·..; ?ro:·:.!..e Card. ::hat's unother fooa? :-:cv abou t tor::atoes? ·o'\·hat :cod 
!s a ;:::cod source of vit.:ll:':in ;,.? rio"" about wilk? ~~nat ;..: ?aco drin~s 
::ni~: ·.·ith his tCrtill:JS anc beans? >~hat Other nutr~ent '-'OUld he be 
g~ct:~: ~ lot o!? (Calci~~.) wna: ct~er :cod :s high in A and cal~iun? 
(Cheese.) Eo•.; about .:he~se on his tcrtillas. 
C~n ?"!CO Sti.!...!. eat t:J:-ti.llas and bt!.:tnS to 1.:.1ke :1 r.ut:-:~i.OUS ~eal~ :·.11.:lt 
C3n ?2co ~o to ~a~e h~s ~2~0r1t2 ~oo~s =ore r.uc~~~icus! (AJd a variety 
ci ~ac es .) Do you thi~~ ycu ccuici cheese 3 nu~~!:ic~~l snac~? !his 
~eek evcr~~ne i~ to t=~ a~d choose 3 nutrit:ona: 5nac~ :o e.1t as one of 
c:..~r· c ::>jeccives. 
L:::ssc:; :o 
:~e stud~nts ·:i!l visit a g rcce:-v store as an activitv to re1ni o :-ce scrne 
0f =~~ cc~cepts th~y have !e3~~ea in :~e nutrition l~ssons . 
:~c students -av use as cne o~ t~e ~c ti~~ties 3 t~!~ t o :~e lccal 
~ ~ r~~~·: s tor e . A= ~3n~~~ents shculd ~t! ~~de ~ ~ead 0i :i~e ~i:~ :~e 
~ t,re ~3~3t~r =nd ~ =~:2~ ~e~i~c : ~e scenes t ur o f t~~ ~::o:-e -a y ~e 
....:.~s t:-c..:. :; 2 .::;:t: ... :2 :-:t s ..: .. ::-. ~~c:-:--:~ ~C!"'e :~:::i2..:...i:- ·::.t~ ~ccd .!..t~~.:..:; 1~C b~ 
~x ~ ~~~c =~ ~~0c c~ ces ::-:~: :~su r~ ;:~~ ~uali t~ c~ :~c :ccds. -~e 
.:: :u d~~ :::. -:.1v .'""::>se rve ..:r:.: ... : : ..;;.:::.!55 c:-:e '!..'J. :-icL.:s :c:-7"'"s oi :·..:aCs; ;:-~· .. :, .:.J.nned 
First · ... ·e-ek : 
~eccnd · ... ·.:r.k: E.Jt t·..:o :coc!s ~t !.:.1~c~ !;1r:;h in \"lt...a:::::: C :nci i:i;::h i:1 
\' i t;u:nn ·"'· 
:!lir(! ~t!e~: s~le ct two !~bels d [ the ~roccrv ~tore 0ne th~t ~:ves us 
30~ o i 0u r ~ntl·; ~ccd i0~ .\ inJ ( . 
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Appendix B 
I. ~ow we would like to find out which foo1s you like and which ones 
you dislike. \le are only interested in :1o w vou feel so please 
rate the food the way you really feel abo~·t it:" Below you will 
see thirty different foods 1 isted. To the right of each food 
you 1~ill see six faces. The lst face is ver:' happy . The 2nd face 











I i . 
'~ . -. 
the fifth face is very sad . and the last face ··•s 2 ::uesth, ~;!;~ 
in it. Ci rc 1 e the face that sho1·1S how you fee 1 J bout the food. 
Like 
Disl i ke A Lot Like ::eutra 1 :' i sl ike A La t 
Peanut Butter @ © G 0 Q 
Po t.Eo Chi os © Q 0 Q Q 
::>~is ins © Q G © Q 
ScrJr:Jb 1 ed Eggs Q Q g Q © 
CJbbage © Q G Q Q 
,.;rt i choKe © Q Q Q Q 
ilea s Q Q Q Q Q 
Tac:1 Q Q Q Q Q 
·.:hite !3re~c' © Q Q Q Q 
-~:5~:1 rt! <J~S Q Q Q Q ® 
JJ~ed rotJto © g Q Q Q 
~ roccoli Q Q G Q Q 
:.. r n·.m 1 e~ © Q G Q Q 


















I ,: : • -
Di s1 ike ::c•1cr 
A La r Like ::eutr31 Dis 1 ik e :. Lot las:~~ 
15 . Rice Q g Q Q Q 0 
16 . Cook e d Car r ots Q © G Q Q CD 
17. Co la Q G G Q 0 CD 
1C . :!ilk Shak e Q Q 0 0 Q CD 
19. ~: i \I i @ © 0 Q Q CD 
? ~ 'ia r:10 u r ~e r @ @ 0 Q Q CD -~. 
, 
~ '. lortilia © Q Q Q Q G) 
22 . Fre ncn Fr ies @ Q G Q Q CD 
23 . ,\pp 1 e sauce Q © Q 0 Q CD 
:Jcchini Q © Q Q Q G) 
--. ::ushrooms Q © 0 Q Q CD 
26. :ougnnu t © © Q Q Q G) 
27. Spi na cn © g 0 Q ® (J) 
.:.. ..... ~efr ied Deans Q @ Q Q 0 CD 
2') . Cheese © © Q Q 0 CD 
: J . ?i z.: .; © © Q Q G fJ) 
II. We would also like to find out how you feel about the nutritional 
value of thirty different foods . You will see we hcve six faces 
again. This time you will circle the face that shows how good 
the food is for you. The very happy face being the very good food. 
Let's use Food number l as an example. 
Very Good t:ever 
For \'ou Good Fair t!ot Good Tasted 
1. Rice Q © Q Q CD 
2. tli l k @ © Q 0 G) 
3. Brownies © Q @ Q CD 
4. Broccoli g Q Q Q 0) 
5. Baked Potato Q © Q 0 CD . 
6. As para gus Q Q Q Q (f) 
7. ~ihite Bread Q Q Q Q 0 
3. Taco @ Q Q C) (i1 ·- \,;...f 
9. Peas Q © 0 Q CD 
l C. Artichoke © © Q 0 CD 
11. CaJbage Q © Q 0 (J) 
12. ScrJr:~bled E~as © © Q @ CD 
13. Raisins © © () 0 CD 
1 ~. Potuto Chips © Q g 0 <D 
1 s. Peanut Cutter © Q Q Q cD 
'fe r :; Good i:eve r 
Fo r You Good Fair r:ot Soo d Tasted 
16 . ?i!za © Q Q Q CD 
17. Cheese Q Q Q Q CD 
l n 
'" · ~efried Seans @ Q Q Q <D 
19. S;Jinacn Q Q Q Q CD 
20. Cou~nnut © Q Q 0 CD 
21. ::ushroo:ns © Q Q Q CD 
22. Zucc~ini Q © Q Q CD 
23 . ,;pplesau ce Q © Q 0 0 
2-L French Fries Q © Q Q CD 
25 . Tortilla © @ Q G CD 
:6 . ilar:Jbur c;e r Q Q G 0 CD 
?' d. .-: i·r'll @ Q 0 0 CD 
2J . .'·:ilk ~hake Q g Q Q CD 
2'J. Cola @ 0 Q Q CD 
30. Coo~ed CJrrots @ © Q 0 CD 
/ 
' 
I I I. 
1. 
2. 
\le would 1 ike to know some of your feelings about food and nutrit~on. 
The following statements will not necessarily have just one correct 
response . We want you to make the response that ~ill show us ho1~ 
you think and feel about each statement. You ~ill notice that the r e 
are six faces again. The very happy face me a ns you stro ngly 
agree with the statement. The ve r y sad face means you strongly 
disagree. 
I don't need to know much about foods because my pa r ents tell me 
~hat is good for me to eat. 
Stron<Jly Agree Ag r ee lieu tra 1 Disagree Strongly Disagree 
@ © Q Q ® 
As longas I take my vitamin pi 11 every day, don't need to worry about \·lila t r eat. 
Stron<Jly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
@ 
3. I v10uld 1 ike to learn about the foods I should eat to stay healthy . 
Strongly Agree Ag r ee tleutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
© Q Q Q Q 
don't think s hou 1 d have to spend time every day planning what is good fo r me to eat. 
Stron<Jly Agree Agree r:eutra 1 Disagree Strongl y Disagree 
@ g Q 0 0 
5. There are so many foods to choose f r om that eating balanced r:1eals every day is easy. 
Strcngly Agree Agree i:eutra 1 Disagree Strongly DisJgree 
© g 0 0 0 
5. ::one of the foods tha t are good for me taste very good. 
Strongly 1\g r ee . \g ree ::eu tra 1 Disagree Strongly Disagree 
@ Q Q Q Q 
0 
~~0 s t of the fooos ' 1 i ~e a ren' t 900d for ~e . '· . 
Stron')ly Agree . \')ree ;:eutral DisJgree Strongly ::::isa') r ee 
g © 0 Q Q 
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8. Each person should be able to choose foods to eat \vhich give the 
body everything it needs ~o grO\v healthy Jnd strong. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutra 1 Disagree Strongly Disagree 
@) Q Q Q ® 
9. Snacking is a bad habit to ha ve. 
Strongly Ag ree Agree :~eutral Disagree StrJngly Disagree 
© Q Q ® Q 
10. don't think cculd cr.oose a diet that '•IOU] a r.e 1 o r:;e grc·.v 
healthy ana strong if r haa to choose my own fcod every aay . 
Strongly Agree Agree UeutrtJ.l Di saqree Strongly Disagree 
11. If I ~now wnat nutrients a re in foods, ! can give my body wnat it 
needs ~o stay nealthy ana strong withou t n3ving to eat fooas I 
do n't like. 
12. 
s:rongly .o\gree Ag ree ~leutra 1 Disag ree 
0 
would e3t sc~e fooa t~at ! ~Jn': 1 'ke if 
helD my body grow healtny ana s:rong . 
Strongly ,:.,g ree .~gree ::eutra 1 Disagree 
@ © Q Q 
Strongly Disagree 
~~ew t~ese ~0oos ~ou1d 
St rcr.gi y ::Ji sa9ree 
Q 
13. Lea rning n01v to cr.oose foods that will help yo u grmv healthy and 
strc~~ ~s as i-::r:ant ~s :earn1ng ~0w to ~1ay s:o r:s ~~3: k~eo 
the body nea ithy. 
Strongly o\•o~ree ;.gree .·:eu trJ 1 Disagree Stro'lgly Ji sogree 
© © Q 0 0 
1 . 
'~. ,:r er1 cl!n :'ooas are not as good :'o r ;you as ~~·'ex i cJn fooa. 
Strongly ,\g ree Ag r ee .': eutra 1 Oisao ree St rongly Disag ree 
Q @ Q Q g 
i 5. :r::e ri CJ n feeds do ~Ct ~J s te as good .lS ,··~exicun 7Jod. 
Strong ly ~g ree ~qrPe ::eut ra 1 :Ji saqree Strongly Di sJqree 
Q © Q Q Q 
. 6. :. r·Pri can fooas cJn be just ! s Htr.JC cive looking Jnd enjoyJble as 
:·exican foods. 
<::~ ron11 l·t ''lree "(f) ·:e1 , ..... ll Oi-; , .... ..-oe S tronnl~ Di~Jgree a A 0 r::l 
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3elow you will find nutrition information from three different food 
labels. Use this information to answer the following questions. 
'lEG- .:IL L 
'/e~etaoles for Stew 
::utri tion Info rmati on 
WHEAT BREAD 
Calories pe r one CU;J serving .... 30 
?e rcent of U.S. Recowmended 
Calories per slice ...... 75 
~a il y All ow a nee 
?rn te i n. . 
'/i tJnl n A. 
"/itam1n C. 

















Percent of U.S. Recommended 
Oa i l y All o1;ance 














l. :th lCh of : ne 





Vitam1 n C 
Thiar.~in 
R i be f 1 a vi n . 
~ii ac 1 n. 
Calcium 
Iron .. 
three 1 abel s 
calories? 
states that one 











serving of the food 
~'nch of the three foods is the ces t source of ;Jrotein for one 
se rv ing? 
3. ~r·1e o r False. Oa t.~eal is J so urce of nb.Jf lavin. 




5 . Cne serv1ng of '.'eg-.:111 ;J rovices 'of you r daily needs for 'iitamin A. 
5. C:oes a ser·11ng o f a ny of :~e ot~er fooc s ~r" 1 de more than 100! of 
jOu r ~a1ly needs o f any o t ne r nct r;ent > Ye s ::o 
7. Tr"e or FJlse. All of the f ood s fo rn1sh yo u w1:h Thiamin. 
" ·- . True or False. ::one of the hods furnish yo u with Vitamin A. 
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tJane July 2, 1982 
1 ) Circle the two vitamins: iron A c calciu0<1 
2) Circle the two minerals: iron A c calciur.~ 
3) \./hat does Calcium do for us? 
a: Helps heal sores 
b: Gives us heal thy skin 
c: Gives us strong bones 
4) '.I hat does Iron do for us? 
a: Gives us strong teeth 
b: Gives '1 s good )load 
c: Gives us good eye sight 
5) '.I hat does c do for us? 
a: Gives us energy 
b: Hel:Js ~e3l sores 
c: He 1 p s our bones 
6) :.; h d t does A do for us? 
a: Gives us good eye sight 
b: Gives us good blood 
c: He 1 p s us to bu i 1 d ;:1u sc1 es 
7) ~arne the food groups: 
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~J Ar-1 E J u 1 y 2 , 1 9 8 2 
1) Name two vitamins and their functions in your body. 
2) Name two minerals and their functions in your body. 
3) IJa ne the five food groups and - name two foods in each group. 
Food Group 
1 : a: b: 
2: a: b: 
3: a: b: 
4: a: b: 
5: a: b: 
tULK 
Nutrition information per serving 
Serving per container. . 11/4 
Calories ••••• 150 
Protein .•••••••••• 8 grams 




Vitamin C •• 
Thiamin •. 








1. How much protein does milk have? 
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SPINACH 
Nutrition information per one 
cup serving 
Servings per cup .••• approx. 
3~ 
Calories ••..•••• 45 
Protein . • . • • . 4 gram 
Percent of US Recommended 
Daily Allowance 
• • • • 6 









. • 15 
• • 25 
2. How many calories does spinach have? 
3. Which food has the most vitamin C? 
4. Which food has 150 calories per serving? 
5. If you wanted a nutritional snack what could you eat? 
Teacher Pre-Assessment of Nutrition Know ledge 
and Teaching Experience 









2) rl'ha t is the grade 1 eve 1 ( s) of your present teaching assignment? 
- K --2 4 6 
l _3 _s -
3) Indicate the number of years you have taught at the elementary scnool level. 
_ 0-2 _3-5 _6-10 _11-20 __ 21 or more 
4) Indicate the numb;r of years you have taught in the Title One Program. 
_0-2 _3-5 _6-10 _11-20 __ 21 or more 
5) Did you teach the subject of nitrition to your s:~~ents lJst year as 
a ;Jlc:n neu p.Ht of your curriculum? _yes no 
If yes. 
a. Was it tcu,1ht cs a separate subject or was it taught in conjunction 
wit h anotne r subject or subjects ? 
_aught as a separate subject 
_~aught in conjunction with another subject or subjects 
Specify subject(s) 
b. t:stie1ate the tota l arrount of class time spent on nutrition. 
_ hours 
c . Ci rcl e the nu~oe r which indicates whether you observed a lot, 
q:~i te a bi :, so~e. r.ot so much or no positive changes in your 
student's nutritio n knowledge, attitudes toward nutrition and 
fooa selection as a result of your nutrition instruction. 
l) Observed positive change in students' nutrition knowledge 
a lot quite a bit some not so much none 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
2) Obse rved po sitive change in students' a tt i tuues toward nutrition 
J lot quite a bit some not so much none 10 9 ,'3 7 6 5 J J 2 
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7) On our scale, a professional food scientist or dietitian would be 
given a rating of 10 to indicate the arrount they know about the 
subject of nutrition. People who know nothing aoaut it would be 
given a rating of 1. Circle the number between 1 and 10 which shows 
your best assessment of your own knowledge of the subject of nutrition. 
I think I knm-1 a lot 
10 
quite a bit 
8 7 6 
some not so ~uch none 
5 4 3 2 
8) Tell us how much nutrition knowledge you have gained from the following 
sources. Circle the number between 1 and 10 which indicates the 
ao.ount you have gained from eacn source. 
a. College 
b. District Inservice 
Training 
c. Chu rch or Othe r 
Organ 1 za tions 
d. Textbook Series 
e. TV and Radio Programs 
f. Newsoaper, Magazines, 
Books 
S· Otne r 
spec i:'J ____ _ 
a lot qu ite a bit so~e not so much r.one 
10 9 8 7 
10 9 8 7 
10 g s 7 
10 9 3 7 
lG 9 8 7 
10 9 8 7 





















9) Cn a seal~ of 1 ::o 10 how v.ou ld vo u rate you r ability to ~eacn t"e 
subject of nutrition :o stuoents at you r grade level? Circle the 
nu~oe r wnicn you think apolies. 
::xce 11 ent '.'ery Gooo Good i'ai r Poo r 
10 9 8 5 5 .: 3 2 
1 0) .:.t ~-mat grc:Je level do you thir.k it is ros t cpp ropri ate to bee; in 
nut ri tier. education in the scnoo1 7 
( Grade 3 GrJde 5 _Col lege 
Grade GrJde 4 Junior hic;n s::hoo 1 ·:one of -
GrJde 2 Grade 5 Se!l ior 
~::e abo·1e 
hi'] 'l scr.ool 
11) 7ell us what priority you think the followinq SUD)ects r.Jve in :he 
e 1 CPle nt a ry schoo 1 curri cu 1 u;~ by c i rc 1 i ng •he ~u:noe r frc'TI 1 :a 10 
thJt comes closest to wnat you :~ink . 
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• 
Very High High ~1edi um L01~ Very Low 
Priority Priority Priority Priority Pr:iority 
a . Teaching reading 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
b. Teaching music 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
c . Teaching physical 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 education 
d. Teaching nutrition 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
12) Please indicate to what extent you believe that nutrition education 
can have a oositive affect on 
a lot quite a bit some not so much not at a 11 
a. Students' kn01~1 edge 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 of nutrition 
b. Students' att itudes 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 toward nutrition 
c. Students' selection 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 of food 
l:i.a t ~ =c sn~e oi t l1 ~ stron~ and ~eak points of the nutr~tion unit~ 
~~·itac <H'~ sor.c of th1: stro:1.; J.nd ~.eak points of t he ccachi~ 1; 
-~t~tl3ls . such as visual 3lds, ~ rofile ca~ds, etc . ~ 
:.c r '! t',J..:.es .!=:d ll'"flrni;:c, J.ct :.".•ities he l pfu l': 
, _ ~o v"~ ~·~ei t~~= th~ :!iff:.culty anJ r1uantit y of nateri al ~as 
l;')prorr~.lte tor yon r ~r=-;~e level ? 
E . ::o:.; l ·.! :'"".~ -:.ucr:.::.o:1 u~it h~ ;:ore satisfacto~y if i t •·e re spread 
0 \"~r a .~n~ c r rc :-:. a J c f :i~e? 
II . 1:nuld vou co;-.. -.t!nt on ...,.!":.1t :-our- ;:-ercept:ons of stude nt reaction to ::he 
? t' Of".!"J.!: arc? 
Did students : ·aint.li~ :.~:crest :.n t~e u~it u ~til the end? 
B. 1::1.s tt-.c u~it eff,-.ctlve in chan~.l:--;!"', stl!ricr:t .lt t itudf;! S and behavio r 
:o tJ' ~ore C'):1cernc~ : ~:i:~ :~c :1:J::::. ~ o :':al ,-~l~~ of :~c ::ood5 
".JJ. t f"n 
::hat • ... ·e rP sor.c -:..:1Ji cJ.tors o f t~ese ch:::.;l:•.cs "...;) .\:: fec:i'~ teh:lvi o r 
·:ou r .• ""'!.\"P nut~li !.:1 cl..:..i.> ) :- ~:-, :he : unc~r-oo:-1~ 
~:." :':'.:' !"\ll : r::ion u:1i'C 1.:~s :.1ur.,h t .lCai .... , ... .- h.Jt o.-ou~G ::oc .5u;~.~cst h~ 
Jonc .;iffc r ertt l v~ 
::~.1\: ~o ul \1 tt:e :1utritio:1 unit :-:o re effectt v el} Oc tau~. ht :o rc.lch 
t~\C ;i.crant populJ.ttoi1? 
;,, " •.,o\:ld t~c l >:Q nut:- :.t:o:: l! :1tt ~.:ark as p.1.rt of ..ln ir.tccr.J.tcd 
rt ,rri c~l'! ~ in th~ "'ii~t"<l 'lt Cf'lucati.on pro r: r-a:-<' 
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